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Thank you to our sponsors…
Emerald Way:
Platinum Patrons:

Gold Funders:

Silver Sponsors:
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2015 Corporate Organic Sponsor Program
Establishing & Building the Guelph Organic Conference Sustaining Fund
This is the Corporate Organic Sponsor list for the JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 2015 Guelph Organic Conference & Expo.
Title: Organic By Design. Thanks to all our supporters who generously donated these funds.

EMERALD WAY SPONSOR ($9500)
• THE BIG CARROT - Toronto, Ontario
PLATINUM PATRONS ($6500)
•
•

NUTIVA - Richmond, California
PFENNING’S ORGANIC VEGETABLES - Baden, Ontario

GOLD FUNDERS ($3750)
•
•

ONTARIO NATURAL FOOD CO-OP - Mississauga, Ontario
ORGANICS LIVE - Toronto, Ontario

SILVER SPONSORS ($2000)
• CSI - CENTRE FOR SYSTEMS INTEGRATION - Ottawa, Ontario
• ECHO POWER EQUIPMENT CANADA - London, Ontario
• FARM CREDIT CANADA - Guelph, Ontario
• FIELD FARMS MARKETING - Petrolia, Ontario
• GOBIO! ORGANICS - Acton, Ontario
• GROW MARKETING BRAND & BROKER - Dundas, Ontario
• HARMONY ORGANIC DAIRY PRODUCTS - Listowel, Ontario
• JOHNNY’S SELECTED SEEDS – Winslow, Maine
• MUSKOKA NATURAL FOOD MARKET - Bracebridge, Ontario
• NATURE'S PATH FOODS - Richmond, BC
• ORGANIC MEADOW INC. - Guelph, Ontario
• PRO-CERT ORGANIC SYSTEMS - Cambray, Ontario/Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
• SUNOPTA GRAINS & FOOD GROUP - Hope, Minnesota
• SUNRISE FOODS - Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
• WILLSIE HORTICULTURAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING & SALES - Thedford, Ontario
ORGANIC TRADER BREAKFAST & CONSULTATION



MAJOR SPONSOR: PRO-CERT ORGANIC SYSTEMS – Cambray, Ontario/Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
HONOURABLE MENTION SPONSOR: ROGER RIVEST MARKETING – Tilbury, Ontario

BENEFACTORS ($700)
•
•

GLOBAL REPAIR - Toronto, Ontario
HOMESTEAD ORGANICS – Berwick, Ontario

SUSTAINERS ($300)
• BEECHWOOD AGRI-SERVICES - Parkhill, Ontario
• CANADIAN SCHOOL OF NATURAL NUTRITION - Toronto,
Ontario
• CLEAR FLOW – ALL-SEASON WATER HOSE - Bancroft,
Ontario
• CROFTERS FOODS - Parry Sound, Ontario
• GREAT LAKES ORGANIC FEEDMILL/HERBRUCK’S Saranac, Michigan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HARMONY WHOLE FOODS MARKET - Orangeville, Ontario
LYN-DYS HEALTH FOODS - London, Ontario
NUTS TO YOU NUT BUTTER - Paris, Ontario
ORCHARD HILL FARM – St. Thomas, Ontario
ROGER RIVEST MARKETING - Tilbury, Ontario
SUNSHINE PICKLES - Thamesville, Ontario
THE STONE STORE - Guelph, Ontario
TORONTO GARLIC FESTIVAL - Toronto, Ontario

ORGANIC MEDIA PARTICIPANTS - media committed and active regarding Guelph Organic Conference issues - see
exhibitor lists.
**This is the confirmed list of Corporate Sponsors & Media Participants - as of December 1, 2014
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Welcome to the 34th Annual Organic Agriculture Conference, 2015

“Organic By Design”
On behalf of the organizing committee I would like to thank the many sponsors, benefactors, exhibitors,
speakers, and of course you the participant. We hope you enjoy the conference.
This "Proceedings" booklet gives you a synopsis of the various presentations that will be presented at the
conference. This will give you a lead on what will be discussed if you plan to attend, and a summary if you
have missed it. In most cases there are also some speaker contacts for more information.
Proceedings from 2002-2014 conferences are available on the conference website at:
www.guelphorganicconf.ca/past-conferences/past-proceedings/
During this year’s conference, be on the lookout for the five Big Carrot Eco-Scholarship recipients. The
Eco-Scholarship provides conference workshop registration and related events for five students based on
written applications about their involvement in organic food and farming. To learn more about the 2015
recipients please visit the conference website at: www.guelphorganicconf.ca/eco-scholar-winners/
We also advise you that during the conference some photos of the audience may be taken for future
conference use.

Enjoy the conference!
The 2015 GUELPH ORGANIC CONFERENCE management committee:
 Canada Organic Trade Association
 Canadian Organic Growers
 CSI – Centre For Systems Integration
 Ecocert Canada
 Ecological Farmers Association of Ontario
 International Organic Inspectors Association
 National Farmers Union
 Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
 Organic Agriculture Centre of Canada
 Organic Council of Ontario
 Pro-Cert Organic Systems
 Quality Assurance International
 REAP-Canada (Resource Efficient Agricultural Production)
 Society For Biodynamic Farming & Gardening in Ontario
 TransCanada Organic Certification Services
 University of Guelph Organic Agriculture Program
These are the Official Sponsors/Conference Organizers
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Thursday January 29th, 2015
Designing Perennial Polycultures
PCH Auditorium

10:00 AM – 4:15 PM

KEY DEFINITIONS
• Patch: the basic organizational unit of plant communities; a physical ecosystem space that: 1) has
fairly definite edges; 2) varies significantly from its context; 3) has its own successional path.
• Polyculture: any mixed assembly of plant species growing in the same patch at once—they may or
may not function as an effective or beneficial polyculture.
• Guild: a set of plants, animals, fungi and other organisms interacting in specific ways, but not necessarily
in the same patch. I have identified three main kinds of guilds:
- Community Function Guilds: A set of species that all perform the same community function = fill the
same community niche; e.g., nut-bearing canopy trees like chestnut, walnut and pecan.
- Resource Partioning Guilds: Species that need same resource need, AND that partition that resource
in time, in space or by kind so they don’t compete; e.g., taprooted and flat-rooted trees.
- Mutual Support Guilds: species whose needs and yields link up (“functional interconnection”) for the
benefit of one, the other, both, or a third party; e.g, nitrogen fixer near a high nitrogen demand plant.
Guild ≠ Polyculture!
Not all guilds are polycultures. Not all polycultures contain guilds.
All EFFECTIVE polycultures are composed of guilds, usually many of them!
WHAT MAKES A POLYCULTURE EFFECTIVE? THE EMERGENT PROPERTIES OF:
• Additive yielding: the yield of 2+ crops grown in polyculture > the yield of the crops grown singly.
• Diverse yields: in time, space, kind (food, fuel, fiber, fodder, fertilizer, farmaceuticals, fun).
• Minimal Competition: Competition costs energy, reduces yields and health.
• Maximum Cooperation: Reduce stress, increase harmony. Link inherent needs and inherent yields.
• Full Use of All Available Resources: root zone, light, water, nutrients, pollination services.
• Reduced work, waste and pollution & increased ecosystem health/regenerated ecosystem functions.
- Greater ecosystem self-regulation re: pests.
- Improved soil quality and nutrient cycling/conservation.
• Increased resiliency: (ability to rebound from disturbance).
GUILD DESIGN: FROM PLANTS TO ECOSYSTEM, OR FROM ECOSYSTEM TO PLANTS:
• Plant to Ecosystem: Guild Build: creating new species assemblies from scratch, plant by plant.
- Start with: list of desired species; database of possible species (tables, books, etc.).
- You should already know limiting factors from your Site Analysis & Assessment and have a final
9
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Mimicking natural ecosystems in our agriculture promises the regeneration of healthy ecological functions
while meeting our food and other material needs. How do we create healthy edible ecosystems?
Conscious ecological design provides the key. With clear scientific theory and practical design processes
we can combine plants into effective guilds and polycultures. When we do so, beneficial ecosystem
properties emerge: minimal competition, maximum cooperation, additive yielding, and reduced work and
outside inputs. This multi-faceted day-long workshop explores the essential ecological theories and
design processes behind guild and polyculture design. We’ll review the science, visit some examples, and
analyze and design plant polycultures.

schematic or detailed design pattern with Habitat and Patch Patterns laid out and the architecture and
purposes of each patch clearly defined.
- Selection Filters: tolerances, uses, functions; limiting factors, depending
~ Niche Analyze desired species, sort by these filters, eliminate those that don’t fit conditions or goals.
Rank priority, estimate numbers (“lots,” “a few” or numbers)
- Build Guilds:
~ Determine functions to fill (crops, insectary, soil-builders, groundcovers, etc.) in the various
conditions of each patch throughout the garden (light, soil, etc.).
~ Determine key resources to partition (light, water, soil, nutrients, pollinators).
~ Determine if desired species fully fill each function: e.g., look for holes in flowering times of
nectaries; check light prefs of DA’s against patch conditions.
~ Select more species to fill the empty niches in each patch condition, determine each species’
priority and relative/rough numbers.
~ This master list of species is your guild design: all these species should be planted in your forest
garden to fill the niches, uses, and functions you need.
- Select species from this list to plug into polyculture designs, patch by patch.
• Ecosystem to Plants: Ecological Analogs: using existing/historical ecosystems models.
- Directly use native or naturalized species if useful
- Use useful analogous species in place of non-useful native or naturalized species.
- Assumptions:
~ Coevolved spp. have partitioned niches and functionally interconnected;
~ Diffuse coevolution, not obligate, so can substitute like species for functions
- ID model habitat(s)
- ID species in that habitat & niche analyze
- Select useful natives & naturalized species, put on your master list.
- Analogize non-useful spp. to usefuls by: community niche; form & habit; taxonomy, put selected
substitute species on your master list.
- Select species from the master list to plug into polyculture designs, patch by patch.
• The master species list generated from either guild design approach is your forest garden’s species
master list/palette. If all these species are planted in the right patterns, you should generate the social
structures you want in your forest garden.
POLYCULTURE DESIGN: PATCH BY PATCH
• Your design should define patches based on their conditions, purposes (functions, uses), management
regime, and overall architecture.
• For each defined patch, select complementary plants that fulfill the desired functions and uses and fit
the conditions. How do we determine what plants are complementary?
- Tolerance to conditions: plants equally tolerant of patch conditions reduce competitive exclusion.
- Architecture: Compatible plants grow in different physical spaces: different forms, heights, ABOVE and
BELOW GROUND: consider rooting patterns when the information is available.
- Behavior: Mix clumpers, runners, and mat-formers.
- Competitive Hierarchies: For plants of similar habit, mix plants of equal aggressiveness or competitive
exclusion will reign.
- Management Regime: Mix plants w/ compatible management regimes.
~ Putting yearly-dug root crops with ginseng plants needing 7 years to mature makes no
sense.
~ Can mix management needs in one patch if management varies between layers.
• For most patches, we recommend that you limit the number of species in your polycultures to
between 3 and 7. Build diversity in your forest garden by designing a wide variety of patches, not by
cramming lots of plants into each patch.
10

• Consider the pattern in which you will plant, determined by each plant’s architecture, uses, functions
and behavior, as well as the purpose of the patch, its size, shape and accessibility, and by aesthetic
concerns.
- Zone planting beds/patches according to accessibility: less-used plants behind the frequently used.
- Scatter plants of the same species amidst other species for disease and insect reductions. Also scatter
insectary plants all over to get the insects spread around.
- Cluster plants that need to cross-pollinize each other.
- Put plants accumulating needed nutrients near plants with high demand for them.
We have much to learn. These ideas are just the beginning.
Let us know what you learn in your own gardens.

Thursday

About Dave Jacke
Dynamics Ecological Design
David K. Jacke
33 E. Taylor Hill Rd.
Montague, MA
01351
Tel: 603. 831.1298
davej@edibleforestgardens.com
••••••••••••••••••

UC442

6:00 - 9:00 PM

Organic Foods/Holistic Health Symposium: Connecting the
Dots, Communicating the Benefits
Panel: Dr. Harmonie Eleveld, Elizabeth Leslie and Laura Baer

The Panel Discussion will cover a brief introduction from each panellist and then go onto discuss the three
following questions:
 How each panellist’s career has evolved regarding health and food
 Their greatest challenges both personally and professionally
 What big breakthroughs in healthcare and food will there be this decade?
 What are the health benefits of eating organic?
At this point the floor is now open up to questions from the audience. It’s expected that the discussion will
go full steam till about 7:30 pm when the room will be re-configured to ‘hospitality mode’. There will be
glasses of organic wine and some excellent light organic food snacks provided by the U of Guelph
Hospitality Services.
You will have a chance to chat informally with our speakers and learn more about their individual
practices.
Everyone involved with the Guelph Conference program and all the panelists look forward to seeing you
there!
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Dr. Harmonie Eleveld, ND: As a Naturopathic doctor, my support for organic foods is two-fold: to support
environmentally friendly and sustainable food production and to promote the health and wellness of my
patients by avoiding many of the health effects associated with conventionally grown and produced foods.
When I swore my oath to become a doctor it included the words “Through precept, lecture and example, I
will assist and encourage others to strengthen their health, reduce risks for disease and preserve the
health of our planet for ourselves, our families and future generations”
I truly take these words to heart and this philosophy carries over when I make recommendations to my
patients.
During this panel and discussion, I will cover a Naturopathic perspective on organic foods and practices
and how they impact our health based on the current research. I welcome questions to spark discussion
on food, health, nutrition or politics and how organics interrelate with these topics.
Laura Baer, BA, RMT: Organic Farming and Holistic health are the backbone of my upbringing. I have been
raised in a family that only used Naturopathic, Homeopathic and Organic Whole Food Medicine
Philosophies from the day I was born. It is truly a part of whom I am as a person. Growing up on the farm
has taught me how extremely important it is for us to take care of our soil in order to be healthy. If the soil
that grows our food is not healthy, the food that we eat will be deficient in minerals, vitamins, enzymes
etc. and therefore our bodies will be deficient in such.
I am truly grateful to have been raised on a farm where I get to see first-hand where my food comes from
and how it is raised/grown/made. I think having this connection with your food provides a sense of
responsibility and understanding that we as consumers need to own in order to continue to co-exist in a
sustainable manner on this planet in the future.
In sharing my experience with organics and how it impacts our health, I hope to empower individuals and
communities to take on a greater sense of understanding and responsibility for the journey of their food
from the dirt to digestion.
My connection with “organics” has taken a variety of forms; the underpinning philosophies engrained in
me from a child, dealing with the logistics of meeting organic standards and criteria while farming grassfed beef, chickens and garlic and now as a health care practitioner, sharing my experience to educate and
empower others.
My sister, Melissa Baer (“The Organic Farmer’s Daughter” – please use a link to her website
http://www.theorganicfarmersdaughter.com/ ) would have loved to be a part of the panel discussion as
well, but is off visiting farms in New Zealand and will be with us via a short video to share some inspiring
words from down under.
I’m more than happy to share my experience growing up on the farm, managing and operating a small
flock organic enterprise and how organics and holistic health and nutrition are playing a continuously
bigger part in our current food system and consumer society. I am looking forward to an evening of
informing and empowering discussion!
Recommended Readings
1. ChenshengLu, et al. Organic Diets Significantly Lower Children’s Dietary Exposure to
Organophosphorus Pesticides. Environ Health Perspect. 2006 February; 114(2): 260–
263.Published online 2005 September 1. doi: 10.1289/ehp.8418.
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About Dr. Harmonie Eleveld
Naturopathic Doctor & Birth Doula
info@naturalchoicemedicalclinic.ca
http://www.naturalchoicemedicalclinic.ca
Natural Choice Medical Clinic
77 Westmount Road, Suite 300, Guelph, ON
Tel: 519.265.8035
Dr. Eleveld operates an integrative medical clinic on in Guelph. She graduated from Queen’s University
with an honours degree in Biomedical Computing and afterwards began research in neuroradiology at
Sunnybrook Hospital in Toronto. She then attended the Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine to
complete her medical training as a Naturopathic Doctor. Her background in medical research has given
her an evidence-based perspective on Naturopathic Medicine that allows her to work collaboratively with
both conventional and integrative health practitioners and to critically review cutting-edge research in the
13
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2. Maryse F. Bouchard, David C. Bellinger, Robert O. Wright and Marc G. Weisskopf. AttentionDeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and Urinary Metabolites of Organophosphate Pesticides. Pediatrics;
originally published online May 17, 2010.
3. I Baldi, et al. Neuropsychologic effects of long-term exposure to pesticides: results from the French
Phytoner study. Environ Health Perspect. 2001 August; 109(8): 839–844.
4. A Ascherio, et al. Pesticide exposure and risk for Parkinson’s disease. Ann Neurol. 2006
Aug;60(2):197-203.
5. Kummeling I, et al. Consumption of organic foods and risk of atopic disease during the first 2 years
of life in the Netherlands. Br J Nutr.2008;99:598-605
6. Walter Crinnion. “Organic Foods Really Are Better” http://drcrinnion.com/organic-foods-really-arebetter/.
7. The Soil Association. Organic farming, food quality and, human health, A review of the evidence.
Available at:http://www.soilassociation.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=cY8kfP3Q%2BgA%3D&%3Bta
8. The Pew Charitable Trusts. Record-High Antibiotic Sales for Meat and Poultry Production. Available
from: http://www.pewhealth.org/other-resource/record-high-antibiotic-sales-for-meat-andpoultry-production-85899449119
9. FDA. Summary Report: Antimicrobials Sold or Distributed for Use in Food-Producing Animals.
Available
from:http://www.fda.gov/downloads/ForIndustry/UserFees/AnimalDrugUserFeeActADUFA/UCM
338170.pdf
10. Wegener HC. ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE—LINKING HUMAN AND ANIMAL HEALTH. In: Institute of
Medicine (US). Improving Food Safety Through a One Health Approach: Workshop Summary.
Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 2012. A15. Available
from:http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK114485/
11. Center for Disease Control. Mission Critical: Preventing Antibiotic Resistance. Available
from: http://www.cdc.gov/features/antibioticresistance/
12. JayasumanaC, et al. Glyphosate, Hard Water and Nephrotoxic Metals: Are They the Culprits
Behind the Epidemic of Chronic Kidney Disease of Unknown Etiology in Sri Lanka? Int J Environ Res
Public Health. 2014. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3945589/
13. Baranski M, et al. Higher antioxidant and lower cadmium concentrations and lower incidence of
pesticide residues in organically grown crops: a systematic literature review and meta-analyses. Br
J Nutr. 2014. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24968103
14. Food Manufacturing. Can Organic Crops Compete With Industrial Agriculture? Available
from:http://www.foodmanufacturing.com/news/2014/12/can-organic-crops-compete-industrialagriculture?

natural health realm to provide the optimal care for her patients. Treating both acute and chronic
conditions, Dr. Eleveld chooses naturopathic treatments based on the individual patient, which can
include his or her physiological, structural, psychological, social, environment and lifestyle factors. In
addition to assessing diet and lifestyle, natural therapies (including botanical medicine, clinical nutrition,
hydrotherapy, naturopathic manipulation and traditional Chinese medicine/acupuncture), may also be
used during treatments. Dr. Eleveld has a special interest in the area of environmental medicine, including
how our diet and exposure to toxicants affects our long-term health.
About Laura Baer
Organic Farmer and Registered Massage Therapist.
laurabaer.rmt@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/laurabaerRMT
https://www.vibrantfarms.com
Wellness Team on Queen
www.wellnessteamonqueen@gmail.com
39 Queen St. East
Cambridge ON
519-220-0888

Greenwood Wellness Clinic
www.greenwoodclinic.ca
1500 Greenwood Hill Rd.
Wellesley ON
519-656-2358

Growing up on the organic farm has taught Laura a lot about her own health, but more specifically how
dependent health is on the health of the soil and consequently the health of the plants and animals. She
has experienced and seen first-hand how healthy and nutrient dense soil leads to nutrient dense plants,
animals and humans. After spending four years at the University of Guelph learning about how food
systems and agricultural systems work in our world. She was inspired to make a difference in her own
local food system and community. She has now been working for 3 years as an organic farmer on her
home farm, Vibrant Farms and just recently opened her own Registered Massage Therapy practice in
hopes to educate and inspire people to demand more from their food and their own bodies in order to
find what optimal health and vitality looks like for them. She argues that the biggest factor in attaining
optimal health is creating an educated consumer society so they know what questions to ask in regards to
their food and health. Laura will kick off her presentation with a video from her sister Melissa, “The
Farmer’s Daughter” who previously appeared on the Guelph Keynote Forum – Melissa has headed off for
a sabbatical in New Zealand to work and learn about their farming and food systems down under.
About Elizabeth Leslie
Senior Instructor at Canadian School of Natural Nutrition
ewleslie@icloud.com
http://www.csnn.ca/mississauga/
CSNN Mississauga Branch
1107 Lorne Park Road, Suite 205
(Mississauga Rd. and Lakeshore Rd.)
Mississauga ON
905-891-0024
The Canadian School of Natural Nutrition (CSNN) is the first Holistic Nutrition school in Canada with
classroom branches nationwide. We are extremely proud to be a truly Canadian organization that offers
first class education. Our science-based curriculum is developed with the intensity of a university
experience and matched with the practically of a college program. Upon successful completion of our core
Natural Nutrition Program, graduates are awarded a diploma and granted the professional designation
R.H.N.TM(Registered Holistic Nutritionist)
14

CSNN Mississauga is an advocate of organic whole foods and believes that this is an integral component in
supplying the population with nutrient dense food and that it is societies responsibility to protect our
shared environment. Our teaching parallels the organic agricultural industry’s philosophy, in that we teach
how important it is for the overall health of our planet to give back and not to keep taking. We believe it’s
imperative to change the mind set of those who believe, they can do what they want…take what they
want…dispose of what they want… where they want… anytime they want… because it’s their right! At
CSNN Mississauga, we teach human responsibility.

Whereas, with the inherent superior nourishment of organically grown whole foods, a consciousness
begins to permeate all areas of our lives and this message is spread throughout our ailing society.
We recognize the confusion and more often the biases surrounding the subject of nutrition. We help our
students understand how to navigate this nutritional maze by applying fundamental and natural
principals, resulting with the ultimate goal of coming as close to Nature’s plan for our species.
In this Symposium we acknowledge every atom, cell, and organism is interconnected and part of a
universal whole.
••••••••••••••••••
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With Branch Manager Carolyn May Steiss at the helm, CSNN Mississauga is committed to providing the
most comprehensive education in Holistic Nutrition. Our students learn the intrinsic and vitally important
connection that what we eat and assimilate, shapes who we become. Pesticide and chemical laden foods
do little to connect mind, body and spirit.

Friday January 30th, 2015
Seminar A

UC442

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM

Closed Fertility Systems & the Keyline Effect
By Hugh Williams

Hugh Williams will describe the development of deep rich soils over a 20 year period in a closed-fertility
system on their farm. Threshold Farm has diverse horticultural enterprises supported by a cattle herd.
The grasslands are intensively managed, and are further enhanced by Keyline practices progressively
applied to the whole farm.
The cattle form a closed herd, having been bred specifically for the farm over 8-10 generations (16
years). The total land area used (on a property of 130 acres) is about 65 acres. The primary enterprise
consists of orchards (7 acres, apples peaches & pears), with a vegetable operation (3 acres) in support,
as well as greenhouse production summer and winter. The family derives all their income from
farming. The farm is off-grid. All fields and plants are biodynamically treated.
Cattle are stabled in loose housing, and graze ~7months. Hay is made on all grazing land, and about 300
tons of compost is made each year, and applied to all land, including grassland, in varying amounts,
which will be discussed. On rested vegetable fields, barley wheat and rye are grown for pig, chicken as
well as human consumption. This land is then grazed for the balance of the fallow.
As a result of these practices, which go to make up a closed fertility system, luxury fertility prevails
throughout the farm, despite its having been founded on degraded hay land. This is the current
situation. We must now plan for managing abundance, and this involves specific practices.
All these elements will be open for conversation and discussion, as desired by participants. Hugh will
have a segment devoted to principles and practices of Keyline farm development (with slides), and is
prepared to touch on holistic management decision-making and biodynamics, and the practice of these
three philosophies towards a holistic closed fertility system. The economic implications will also be
covered.
••••••••••••••••••

Seminar B

PCH South

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM

“On-Farm Vermicomposting: Key Concepts, Best Methods, and a
Planning Framework”
By Glen Munroe, Worms and Associates

Key Concepts
The United States Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) has defined soil
health as the continued capacity of soil to function as a vital living ecosystem that
sustains plants, animals, and humans. The key phrase here is “living ecosystem”.
The old idea that soils are simply a mix of physical and chemical components that
16

provides a system to hold up plants while they absorb chemical nutrients has been supplanted by a much
more realistic understanding of soil as home to a world of creatures that scientists call the “soil foodweb”.
When healthy, this foodweb consists of large and diverse numbers of organisms that are beneficial to
plants (and some that are not) and sufficient food to sustain them (mostly organic matter, but minerals as
well).

Best Methods
The second component of the presentation will focus on the different types of vermicomposting and
vermiculture systems that have been developed. The first differentiation to make is between
vermicomposting (using worms to make a compost-type product) and vermiculture (growing worms for
sale or for other uses, such as animal feed). Examples of both will be discussed in some detail. The main
systems to be explored will be windrow, bin, stacked bin, and flow-through. The pros and cons of each will
be discussed.
We will then look at the different types of feedstock for worms and the advantages and disadvantages of
various bedding materials (bedding is the high-carbon material, such as peat moss, hay, or shredded paper
that worms like to live in). Worms eventually consume their bedding, so it is important to understand how
much they need and how often to replace it. The pros and cons of various types of feed will also be
explained. Operating parameters, such as optimal level of moisture, temperature range, pH, and carbon to
nitrogen ratio in the worm beds will be discussed in detail, as these are important for anyone who wants
to be successful at either growing worms, producing good quality vermicompost, or both.
Planning Framework
The final section will focus on how to plan a vermicomposting operation from scratch. It will start with
basic principles, which include setting goals, identifying and assessing constraints, selecting a system type,
planning specific system features, piloting the system first, adjusting plans based on the pilot results,
construction and implementation, monitoring, and system expansion as necessary.
The workshop will conclude with a half-hour exercise where we take examples of possible projects
submitted by members of the audience and apply the information presented during the workshop to flesh
out the potential of the projects, identify problems, and give these folks a head start on developing their
own on-farm vermicomposting project.
••••••••••••••••••
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This first main part of this presentation will focus on the value of healthy soil to farmers and to the
environment and how the soil foodweb is the foundation for healthy soils. The main ideas covered will be
the importance of microbes such as bacteria, fungi, and protozoa to things like nutrient cycling, stable
aggregate formation, water management, disease management, and overall plant health. This leads into
the broader discussion of vermicomposting, because worm castings (the excrement of worms and the
main product of vermicomposting) have been shown to be extremely rich in microbial life beneficial to
plants. Some of the many studies that have been done on the impact of worm castings, also known as
vermicompost, on crop performance will be reviewed and the potential for the use of vermicomposting in
agriculture will be discussed in some detail. We will also look at how vermicompost is used and which
types of applications work best for different farming practices.

Seminar C

PCH – North

1:15 PM – 4:15 PM

The Biodynamic Preparations – Principles & Practices
How & Why To Use Them On Your Farm & In Your Garden
By Graham Corbett, Fiddle Foot Farm

Nitrogen - Air

O - Water

Gravity

S

Levity

Hydrogen - Fire

Carbon - Earth
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Sulfur

Hum
us

Mercur
y

Clay

Salt

Calcium

COSMIC

EARTHLY

Bio (Life) - Dynamic (Processes)

COAGULA
Fixed
Earthly
Centric
Inner Planets
Calcic
Root/leaf
Calcium
Sulfur

SOLVE
Mobile
Cosmic
Peripheral
Outer Planets
Silicic
Flower/seed
Potassium
Phosphorus

“The form of the thing I observe is a corpse of the activity of the forces that have
created it, but hidden in the corpse is a key to my consciousness participating once
again in the activity”. - Dennis Klocek
Purposes for Using the Biodynamic Preparations:
 Enliven the soil directly by distributing organic material that has been conditioned to organize and
enliven the solid earth
 Develop a soil that is ‘sensitive’ to astronomical rhythms (solar, lunar, planetary and zodiacal)
 Interact with and find synergies that exist between the Kingdoms of Nature: Mineral, Plant,
Animal, Human
 Enliven physical substances to become receptive to forces working from the future into the
present and open the gate to new evolutionary forces
 Create food that contains forces for adequate human nutrition (physical, soul and spiritual
nutrition)
 Change the inner quality of protein by ensuring carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur can
come together in the right way with other substances, (potash salts for instance)

Friday

Developing Imaginative Thinking through the Method of Analogy: A technique used by alchemists in
which one uses pictures to link realms. This is a way of thinking that allows people to see into substances
to get to know the activities that are behind the substances. Forces are prior to the creation of substance:
movement creates form… form is movement come to rest. Form is the key to how living processes are
unfolding. A static form is a picture of a dynamic process.

Table 1: The Biodynamic Compost Preparations
No.
502

Plant
Yarrow

503

Chamomile

504

Stinging
Nettle

Animal Sheath Season/Timing
Stag Bladder Above ground in
Summer
Below ground in
Winter
(Dig up in Spring)
Cow Intestine Below ground in
Winter
(Dig up in Spring)

Mineral
S, K

(Thin layer of
Peat)

S, Ca, K,
Fe

Bury for Winter
and Summer
( whole year
underground)

S, Ca, K
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Activity and Effects
-Enlivens the soil so that it can absorb and retain extremely fine
doses of trace elements in the rain (silicic acid, lead, arsenic,
mercury, sodium)
-its highly dilute sulfur content is combined with potassium in
an ideal way
-Draws in effects of calcium; also works on potassium, creates a
more stable Nitrogen content in the manure; stimulates plant
growth
-Brings forces of life into the soil; promotes vegetative growth
-Makes manure inwardly sensitive and receptive
-Regulates decomposition
-Does not let nitrogen escape
-Makes manure and soil more intelligent, so that it
individualizes itself and conforms to the particular plants that
you grow in it

505

Oak bark

Skull of
domesticated
animal

Below Ground in
Winter
(Dig up in Spring)

Ca

506

Dandelion

Cow
mesentery

Below Ground in
Winter
(Dig up in Spring)

Si, K

507

Valerian

n/a

Flowers Pressed
when in Bloom

P

-Creates order when the etheric body is working too strongly,
which can result in harmful disease (fungi, bacteria, virus)
-Provides forces to prevent or arrest harmful plant diseases
-When we want a rampant etheric development to contract in a
beautiful and regular manner
-Draws in silicic acid from the whole cosmic surroundings to
draw in the cosmic factor
- Gives the soil the ability to attract just as much silicic acid
from the atmosphere and cosmos as is needed by the plants
-Stimulates the manure to relate in the right way to
phosphorus

Table 2: The Horn Preparations
Preparation
Material Used
500 – Horn Manure Cow Manure

Sheath Buried In
Effects
Cow
Winter
Enliven the Dead Earthy element in the soil
Horn (Out: Spring) “Pushes from below”.

501 – Horn Silica

Cow
Horn

Finely ground
quartz

Summer
(Out: late
fall)

Enliven the Air and Warmth above the ground
“Pulls from above.”

Table 3: Constituents of Protein
Carbon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Hydrogen
Sulfur

The Hidden Sculptor. Carrier of all of nature’s formative processes. Spirit Manifest in Form.
The Carrier of Life: etheric (life) energies move along these pathways.
The Great Transporter. Guides life (oxygen) into the form of the structure embodied in carbon.
Mediates between Life and the Spirit.
Connects Physical and Spiritual. Leads organized life back to chaos. Dissolves/disperses. Finest of the
elements.
Mediates between the physical and the Spiritual; The light bearer (along with Phosphorus); Carrier of
Spirit.

••••••••••••••••••

Seminar D

PCH – South

1:15 PM – 4:15 PM

High Quality Crop Production: Building Soil for Superior Flavour
By Dan Kittredge and David Cohlmeyer (moderator)

Dan Kittredge is an authority on soil building and flavour enhancement in crops. In this 3-hour program,
Dan will cover principles of biological systems, specifically the critical components. This involves the
limiting factors of air, water, minerals, carbon, and biology. Also covered are soil testing and mineral
balancing, BRIX, conductivity, seed quality, early planting, visual analysis, foliar spraying and much more.
Dan Kittredge, Massachusetts – the Bio-Nutrient Food Association – http://bionutrient.org –
David Cohlmeyer, crop marketing consultant, will moderate the seminar.
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The Keynote Forum

Thornbrough Auditorium

7:30PM – 9:30PM

National Forum on Organic Agriculture - State of the Organic Nation
By Matt Holmes, Tom Manley, and Gunta Vitins (moderator)

This forum will enlighten and incite, celebrating organic successes and addressing key issues such as
organic seed, sector funding/check offs, provincial organic regulations, small scale operator certification
and more. Ask the experts and engage in rousing discussions. Expect surprises.

About Tom Manley
Tom Manley grew up on the family dairy farm in Eastern Ontario and obtained a BSC in
Computer Science at the Collège Militaire Royal in St-Jean, Québec. He pursued a career
in telecommunications with the Canadian Forces, Loto-Québec and bell Canada. In 1985,
Tom’s parents converted the family’s conventional dairy farm to organic field crops and
founded Homestead Organics. In 1997, Tom took over the grain and feed processing and
moved it to the feed mill in Berwick. Homestead Organics is now a leading organic grain
and farm supply business in Central and Eastern Canada. In the community, Tom chaired
for many years Canadian Organic Growers' Eco Farm Day annual organic farming
conference in Cornwall ON and participates in efforts to promote local food.
About Gunta Vitins
Gunta Vitins has been spearheading innovative agri-food initiatives in the public and
private sectors for over 25 years. Her work experience spans government, academia,
international business, agricultural production, processing, distribution, sales and
marketing but her true passion has always been organic agriculture and working with
farmers. Originally hailing from Quebec, Gunta joined the BC Ministry of Agriculture in
1991 as Manager of Market Development and helped launch the BC Certified Organic
Program. From 1998 - 2010, Gunta held management positions in sales, marketing and
public relations at Pro Organics, Canada's leading distributor of organic produce, and SunOpta, the world's
largest organic ingredient supplier. Her experience also includes various national and international
speaking engagements and active roles on Agriculture and Agri- Food Canada's Organic Value Chain
Roundtable, and as well as her past roles as president of the Canada Organic Trade Association, and
member of the Canadian Health Food Association’s Organic Advisory Council. Gunta is an independent
consultant and member of the Resilient Solutions Consulting team. Gunta also dabbles in comedy, putting
her various university degrees to good use.
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Friday

About Matt Holmes
Matthew Holmes is the Executive Director of the Canada Organic Trade Association, with
a background in government policy development and strategic relations. He was elected
to the World Board of the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM) in 2011, and is a regular writer and speaker on regulatory, trade and market
issues. He lives with his family south of Ottawa.

Saturday, January 31st, 2015
McNaughton 105

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

“The Organic Advantage” Grain Crop Production
By J. Wallace Hamm, Alluvium Organic Farm/Pro-Cert Organic Systems

••••••••••••••••••

Thornbrough 1307

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

Value Adding: How Local Wool Can Help Save Small Scale Farming The Fibreshed Livestock Value Chain
By: Jennifer Osborn with Becky Porlier,
www.uppercanadafibreshed.ca
www.feltworks.ca

Local organic food when produced close to home, becomes one's "food shed". A "food shed" enables one
to know their local farmers, support local foods, and in turn support the local economy. It is this support of
the local economy where money and meaning can really join forces and become a very powerful force in
changing society.
In 2013 LOCOBC released a study that followed the economic impact of institutional purchasing of
everyday items such as office supplies locally. It concluded that locally bought merchandise had a 77-100%
greater effect on the community that items bought at a national chain store. (http://locobc.com/wpcontent/uploads/Local_Procurement_FinalforWeb.pdf, pg 17). The impact on the local economy was
quantifiable, as can be seen by the images below. It doesn't take much of a leap of imagination to think
what would happen if local extended beyond food.
Local Company Employment Impact

National Chain Employment Impact
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Above images are from the LOCOBC report
content/uploads/Local_Procurement_FinalforWeb.pdf)

Local

Procurement

(http://locobc.com/wp-

Non-Food Agriculture?
Historically farms produced much of what society needed to survive. Sheep produced wool, cattle
produced leather, fields produced fabrics, and gardens produced medicines and colours. Food is not the
only necessity of today's life. We both need and want many things – clothes, furniture, books, lampshades,
shoes, shopping bags, purses, warm jackets, bathing suits, underwear, slippers, bedsheets, towels, buttons,
bowls, plates, knives and forks, the list goes on. Often these items come from very non-sustainable, let
alone organic sources.
Consumer culture has moved away from “buy something, have it for a long time, and fix if it breaks” to
“buy cheap, buy often”. This is very evident in the textile world. Today's “fast fashion” culture means we
buy cheap trendy clothing made in sweatshops on the other side of the world. This also extends into cheap
textiles for the home and office.
Many of these textiles are made of either synthetic, conventionally farmed, or genetically modified crops
that have far reaching impacts on the world's freshwater systems, the world’s oceans, and even to us. For
example 90% of the cotton grown in the US in 2014 was GM bt cotton (http://www.ers.usda.gov/dataproducts/adoption-of-genetically-engineered-crops-in-the-us/recent-trends-in-ge-adoption.aspx).
According to The Guardian, textile dyeing and treatment accounts for an estimated 17-20% of industrial
water pollution releasing approximately 8000 synthetic chemical into the global fresh water sources – our
drinking water (http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/water-scarcity-fashion-industry). Take
into account the poverty and exploitation of the people (mostly women and children) making these cheap
textiles and our fashionable furnishings and fast fashion has a very long dark deadly shadow.
A fibreshed model can explain how farming and fibre can be reconnected. For this workshop the focus is
going to be on the Ontario wool value-chain. This is because there are many major pieces in place to be a
viable model.
History of Fibreshed:
Fibreshed was conceived by Rebecca Burgess, the author of “Harvesting
Colour”, a book about collecting plants to produce colour for textiles.
The original Fibershed movement in California defines the movement
as follows: ”A Fibershed is a geographical landscape that defines and
gives boundaries to a natural textile resource base. Awareness of this
bioregional designation engenders appreciation, connectivity, and
sensitivity for the life-giving resources within our homelands.”
In simpler terms, a fibreshed is a textile value chain that is regionally
based from soil to store in an environmentally, socially, and
economically responsible fashion. Textiles and fibres are not just the
fibres themselves. They include the farming, harvesting, transportation,
23
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This is the Multiplier Effect. US based Yes Magazine,wrote that every dollar spent locally, 45 cents is
reinvested
locally
compared
to
16
cents
spent
at
a
corporate
chain.
(http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/go-local/the-local-multiplier-effect) and the Sustain Ontario report
“The Multiplier Effect of Buying Local Food” references a multiplier effect of between 1.4-2.6 for every
food dollar spent locally. But farms can produce more than just food.

processing, colouring, designing, prototyping, manufacturing, distribution, and selling of said textiles and
fibres.
Upper Canada Fibreshed: The Upper Canada Fibreshed was begun by Becky Porlier, and Jennifer Osborn.
Generally the Upper Canada Fibreshed (UCFS) is any producer, processor, farmer, or artisan, within 250
miles of Toronto give or take. This distance was chosen at this time to try encompass as many existing
processors and growers as possible.
Brief Ontario Sheep Overview: Canada has few sheep compared to the rest of the world. According to the
Ontario Sheep Marketing Agency (OSMA) Ontario has 25-30% of Canada's sheep population, but 50% of
the national slaughter. Ontario eats more lamb than the rest of the country. OSMA estimates that only 35%
of demand is being supplied by local farmers. Currently demand exceeds supply in Ontario.
(http://www.ontariosheep.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=ZKe9dE3IwtM%3D&tabid=96,
Sheep Production in Ontario, pg 3)

Introduction

to

The Canadian Cooperative of Wool Growers, the major body that deals with Canadian wool, collects
approximately 3 million or so pounds of wool from across Canada of varying grades every year)
(http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/livestock/sheep/facts/13-061.htm). The majority of the world's
goes to China, the major global buyer.
Many of the sheep raised in Ontario meat sheep with prominent breeds include Suffolk, Dorset, Arcott,
and Texel. They are highly productive meat sheep and can do well in different management system, but
have wool of varying qualities. It is not bad, just not what we are used to seeing in the craft shops for
knitting. Many of the breeds raised for wool are not economically viable in today's markets with no local
wool infrastructure.
Textiles in Ontario:
Historically Ontario had many woolen mills and a thriving wool and linen industry before and during the
World Wars. Just about every small town had a mill from Almonte, to Rockwood, to Glen Allen. Sheep and
flax were common harvests along the shores of the great lakes and river. Today there are a perhaps a
dozen mini-mills, run by dedicated fibre enthusiasts for the thriving artisan market. Gone are the days of
woolen mills buying direct form farmers and making a product to be bought locally and further afield.
The following diagram from the original Fibershed illustrates the components that might be found in a
flourishing fibershed. A Canadian Fibreshed will look different from this concept, but many of the same
principles apply. This diagram is not to scale.
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Not Food Instead of Fibre:
According to 2012 Statscan numbers, Ontario households spend approximately $3500/year on clothing
and $2300/year on home furnishing and equipment – that's $5800/year. That is more than health ($1900),
personal care ($1249), and education ($1872) combined. The average household spent $7500 on food. We
obviously like to look and feel good in body and home.
Imagine if $1000 of that $5800 was spent on locally grown and manufactured produced clothing and
household textile products. What happens when a localized population of 10,000 households spending
$1000 a year on locally made textiles products such as clothes, bed sheets, blankets, rugs, chairs, and
duvets? The answer is complicated, but spending locally keeps the money local, and helps support our
friends, neighbours, and ultimately ourselves.
Environmental benefits:
The debate rages on about the impact of factory farming and grass-fed/rangeland farming. There may be
quantifiable benefits to grazing for both meat and fibre. Dr. Marcia DeLonge, of The University of California
Berkeley did a study (http://www.fibershed.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Appendix-H.pdf) about
the benefits of a land-based textile system. She found many benefits including economic social, and
environmental, including benefits to improve soil. This is important, even the United Nations have now
recognized the importance preventing the loss global healthy soils.
DerLonge's fibreshed model considers:
1. Land management practices
2. Animal productivity (wool production)
3. Animal emissions (enteric fermentation, manure handling)
4. Transportation of raw and processed materials
5. Employee commute transportation
6. Fibre/fabric processing based on renewable or conventional energy sources including facility
heating and cooling and water heating for scouring
7. Fabric maintanence
25
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1. Solar-powered wool mill
2. Dye garden, watered with grey water
3. Strategically grazed sheep
4. Industrial hemp cultivation
5. Nettle cultivation
6. Flax cultivation
7. Young cotton crops (*in Canada more hemp or flax)
8. Indigo cultivation (in Canada perhaps Calendula)
9. Small-scale flax spinning equipment
10. Bast fiber mill – processes plants such as hemp, linen, and cotton.
11. Indigo Green house and indigo dye station
12. Children visiting the field where their clothes are grown 13. Retail outlet selling fibreshed products
14. Recycling mill
15. Rooftop gardens for food, fiber and dye
16. Rooftop garden and living wall of dye plants 17. Abandoned lot converted to a food, fiber and dye
garden
18. Sewing studios
19. Fibre studios (knitting, weaving, carpet making, felting, etc.)
Image and information from Fibershed.com

Doesn't consider:
 Dye production or application
 By products from wool production (lamb, dairy, lanolin)
 Fabric lifetime and disposal
 Future work with other fibres
Below is a simple example of a variety of methods of animal management and its carbon impact from Dr.
DeLonge's study.

A Canadian Fibreshed model would have vast differences to the Californian model, from types of sheep, to
management models, to processing capacity. Despite these differences, the idea is worth investigating
further. Today there are few Canadian manufacturers of textile products, but some do exist. A modern
example is Canada Goose. What makes Canada Goose different form many other Canadian textile
companies is it's policy to source supplies locally, not just manufacture in Canada using imported
components. This one difference can have a huge ripple effect.

According to the Toronto Star:
(http://www.thestar.com/news/world/clothesonyourback/2013/10/25/made_in_canada_our_national_g
arment_industry_faces_huge_challenges.html) the internationally known winter coat company procures
buys as much as it can for it's jackets from Canadian sources - from the fur, to the down, to the velcro
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fasteners. The only way the company looks to the international market is if it can't be found in Canada. It
provides 1000 direct jobs in total, who knows how many other jobs are created indirectly, from the farmers
who sell the down, and the trappers who sell the fur, to the local store that sells these factory workers
their lunches.

Some quick facts about wool:
 Being a breathable fibre, wool is excellent at regulating body temperate for both the animal and as
clothing for us.
 It's naturally water resistant - wool is less prone to rot, mould and mildew. It also dries quickly.
 Wool prevents odours from building up, body odour in clothing is far less prevalent.
 It is naturally resistant to dust mites and doesn't collect static, perfect for those who suffer form
allergies and sensitivities.
 Wool is biodegradable and sustainable (when not factory farmed), it is grown by sheep and we
harvest it anyway.
 It is a long lived fibre, a wool carpet can last for generations.
 It is flame retardant. Over 500C is required to ignite wool. Perfect for added fire safety in
household furnishings.
 Wool insulation can have the same R-Value of rock wool insulation in a much healthier and
environmentally friendly fashion. It can be put in a compost pile when removed.
Some non-traditional wool products:

Image from: Sheep Wool Insulation UK.

8.

Image from: Ecochoices.com

••••••••••••••••••

UC442

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

Growing Farm and Food Businesses in Urban Spaces
Presenters:
James Byrne, Postage Stamp Urban Farm
Russ Ohrt, Backyard Harvest
Jackie Dwyer and Noel Livingston, J & N Organics
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Wool's Benefits:
Even if the previous models seem to be far into the future, there are some intrinsic benefits of using wool
regardless of whether it is local or not. Wool is a fibre that has been used for thousands of years across the
globe for clothing and so much more.

McNaughton 113

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Habitats & Environments of Urban Pollinators
By Fran Freeman

Metrosexual, move over - Introducing the MetroInsectual.
While there are many types of insect pollinators, bees are keystone species. For the purposes of this
presentation, the terms ‘pollinator’ and ‘native bee’ will be used interchangeably.
Unlike wild pollinators in rural areas whose numbers are being decimated by industrial agricultural
practices and loss of habitat, many of their counterparts in urban environments are faring comparatively
better.
In many respects cities offer a welcoming environment. They are heat islands making overwintering less
challenging. Where rural areas have a menu of monocultures, GMO crops, and widespread pesticide use,
urban centres provide a diversity of forage and have a cosmetic pesticide ban. Cities can present a wide
variety of habitats particularly at their ‘edges’. While habitat fragmentation is an issue, urban strategies to
connect fragments are being devised and implemented.
There are over 400 species of native bee in Ontario with about a quarter of them being identified in large
cities. There are more generalist bee species, more cavity nesters as opposed to ground-nesters, and more
long-tongued rather than short-tongued species in urbanized areas, particularly where there are an
intermediate or higher proportion of impervious surfaces. While there is less biodiversity of these urban
pollinators, there are greater numbers within those species present.
Not only are more bees surviving in urban centres, but many appear to be benefiting from their close
association with humans. The term for this is “synurbic”. These pollinators tend to be flexible and
opportunistic.
They adapt their behaviours to take advantage of human-made interventions. They may choose novel
nesting sites (bird houses, wall cavities, under buildings and other artificial structures, concrete blocks,
bricks, compost piles, railway embankments, abandoned furniture, mailboxes, barbecues, green roof
substrates) or nesting materials (plastic bags, caulking, shredded paper, upholsterer’s stuffing, fibreglass
insulation, string). Generalist bees may adapt their pollen collection behaviour to become specialists,
taking advantage, for example, of the predominance of certain tree types in urban canopy plantings.
But obviously not all native bees can be this adaptable or there would be greater diversity of bee species
in cities. We can foster biodiversity by providing for bees’ basic needs, ensuring they have adequate
forage (food and water), brood-rearing nesting sites and overwintering locations.
Since different bee species have different requirements, it follows that providing a variety of nesting and
forage opportunities in a site, or series of sites, increases the likelihood of a greater diversity of species.
Ground-nesting sites should have a southerly exposure and be untilled year-round. They can include
exposed clay, a sand pile, bare well-drained soil, a log or other dead wood and native bunch grasses.
Cavity-nesting sites should be oriented in an easterly or south-easterly direction and might include boxes,
drilled wood blocks/bricks/concrete blocks, and bundled tubes. Both types of site should be protected
from wind, rain or flooding.
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Generally native bees do not travel great distances to meet their needs and a maximum of 100m distance
from nesting site to forage should be adhered to as a general rule. Forage options should consist of large
patches of native plants rather than showy hybrids, with an emphasis on perennials. They should be
planted for continuous/successive blooming with a variety of flower shapes and sizes available at any one
time to attract the greatest variety of pollinators, and highlighting blues, purples, and yellows. A small
watering dish with pebbles/rocks will allow bees to alight to drink without risk of drowning.

Fragmented habitat can be connected by creating pollinator corridors. These can be flower beds that
stretch from one end to the other of parks and other green spaces, hedgerows of native shrubs, tree
canopy plantings that mimic nectar and pollen passages found in the wild, replacement of boulevard turf
strips with an unbroken swath of native flowers, and repurposing alleyways with continuous raised bed
plantings the length of the lane. Green roofs can connect fragmented ground–level habitat and provide
both forage and ground-nesting opportunities.
As wild pollinator populations continue to decline at a frightening pace in rural settings, it becomes
increasingly important to look to where these populations are succeeding—in urban centres--to examine
the factors behind that success and to make improvements. A food secure future may depend on it.
About Fran Freeman
Fran Freeman enjoys sharing her love and awe of honeybees with others and is returning to the Guelph
Organic Conference as a speaker. Her particular interest is in sustainable beekeeping and bee breeding.
She studied Apiculture and Sustainable Urban Agriculture at the University of Guelph and Permaculture
Design with Geoff Lawton. She has taken Integrated Pest Management and Queen Rearing workshops
with the OBA Tech-Transfer-Team. While she has always used organic management practices, her notion
of what constitutes sustainable beekeeping continues to evolve going into her tenth season. She cares for
bees at the Humber Arboretum, and at both the North and the Lakeshore campus of Humber College, all
in Toronto. She runs workshops on bees, hive products, and urban beekeeping as hive consciousness.
Contact Information:
Business Names:
1) hive consciousness sustainable urban beekeeping, and
2) sticky bees urban honey
carbonbasedprimitive@hotmail.com
facebook.com/pages/Sticky-Bees-Urban-Honey/517202665033
Affiliations:
1) Urban Toronto Beekeepers Association
facebook.com/groups/urbantorontobeekeepers
2) Ontario Beekeepers Association
ontariobee.com
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Maximize edge. Anyone familiar with a permaculture approach will know that ‘’edge” is the dynamic place
between two eco-systems, e.g., a meadow and a forest, where the greatest degree of diversity occurs. We
can design this element into our own, or community, gardens to foster the greatest variety of pollinators
possible.

Thornbrough 1200

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

Designing Advanced Permaculture Systems
By Brad Peterson
This 1.0 hr. session will review emerging trends in permaculture (Pc) practice. Program notes are intended
to compliment rather than summarize the presentation. There will be Q&A at the end.
PART 1 SEVEN CORE PERMACULTURE STRATEGIES – UPDATE
These strategies consolidate a tremendous volume of work done by hundreds of Pc and related
practitioners over the years, mostly since the early 1960’s and stemming back to the 1920’s and earlier.
Thus no personal claim can be made to any strategy or the meme as a whole.
1. Recombinant Ecologies - The intentional recombining of plants and animals (producers, consumers and
decomposers) from extant global ecosystems to produce high-yielding food, fiber, fuel, ‘farm’acutical, and
fun polycultures is as old as humanity itself and a hall-mark of permaculture. These orchards, silvopastures, regenerative strip forests and gardens should include some livestock or livestock manure in
order to accelerate biological renewal. These permanent renewal ecologies are designed to grow topsoil
and combine with other land management activities (See 3. below). One fosters self-managing ecosystem
processes around natural weed suppression, pest management, nutrient recycling and composting. This is
a ‘perennials first’ approach, using both woody and herbaceous plants to optimize layers of trees, shrubs,
canes, vines, and other ground covers, with patches of preferred annuals, as desired.
2. Model the Best of Nature - The tree-based, shrub and herb-dominated polyculture expressed as
savannah or silvo-pasture is the quintessential model for a permanent agriculture. One introduces
analogues that mimic stable, self-managing ecosystem functions. Herbivory including browsing by
livestock plays a role in vegetation and disease management. Leader-follower livestock rotations simulate
animal migration patterns. Enhanced pest predator habitat, natural seed dispersal and pollination is
necessary. Decomposition becomes a form of production itself that stimulates nutrient recycling.
3. Earth Repair and Regeneration - Centered on converting subsoil into topsoil and growing more
topsoil, this central activity can be summarized as: turning blue (water) to green (biomass) to black
(topsoil). In agricultural systems, the main focus is on keyline water management, contour subsoiling and
cultivation, and proper grazing that gives rise to increased root biomass and greater soil carbon
sequestration. Earth repair also involves reducing / stopping biosphere toxification. Carbon farming
involves closing the carbon loop, plugging the carbon leak and building soil carbon. Essentially, the farmer
becomes a photon manager.
4. Garden Farming - The garden farm is that scale of production between backyard garden and broadacre
farm. It can be from about 100m2 to 25 acres (or more) in size, expressed as SPIN agriculture, single-plot
farms, or associated with Continuously Productive Urban Landscapes (CPULs) or Green Hubs, that is, linear
or aggregate multi-use urban or near-urban landscapes.
5. Recombinant Green Architecture - Here, architecture means anything that humans build: machinery,
buildings, service infrastructure and industrial chemicals. One reduces overall reliance on machines by
fostering beneficial natural processes. Maximize the number of attachments one machine can use, and
minimize the number of engines. Use larger pipes and smaller pumps. Multi-use, multi-season bio
shelters such as insulated tall tunnels are also used as animal shelter in winter and crop production at
other times, which reduce building footprint and energy needs.
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7. Re-skilling for Local Reliance - Learn what your grandparents or their parents knew. How to make
cheese and store root vegetables are tied to earth production and management rhythms. Eat in season.
One must not forget the ‘feel’ of how to act. Develop your mother ship (your primary activity) and do it
exceptionally well. At the same time one is drawn to become web savvy and join the ranks of polymarketers, electronic aggregators and food delivery startups, etc. Don’t be afraid of scaling up with others
in a larger community, if it’s savvy and smart.

PART 2 PERMACULTURE SYSTEM CASE STUDIES
Several case studies will be described in detail. Projects that exemplify an holistic Pc Systems approach
with cross-over between disciplines include:
1. Favron Urban Permaculture - This typical urban lot in Cambridge, ON, is being transformed into a
regenerative landscape for local food production. The Master Plan features an all-season bioshelter, and
plantings for green manure, kitchen and herb gardens, annuals, pollinators, and veggie polyculture. The
plan also provides for micro keyline irrigation. The Planting Plan is very diverse, with various nut trees
(hazels and oaks), fruit trees (apples, pears, Prunus spp., pawpaw, nitrogen fixers, herbs and herbaceous
perennials. Very little grass is left to be mowed with a push mower. The property is Barrier Free
accessible.

2. Wildwoods Orchard Polyculture - Part of a 100 acre property near Hawkstone, ON, this 5.0 ac. area is
designed to provide fresh, healthy seasonal food to the owners and satisfy local market demand for fruits,
nuts and produce. The new gardens and the garage loft are designed for public seminars. Ponds are
deepened for swimming, and a new outdoor kitchen, labyrinth and trail system will diversify outdoors
activities. The orchard polyculture, with some of the plants grown from an on-site nursery, contains a
diverse mix of northern hardy fruit trees, shrubs, canes and vines. This project is intended to be a model
for others to learn about and establish in their own communities.
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8. Ethics of co-operation - Some very successful operations function more as an extended multigenerational family, up to 35 people. Multiple businesses run by different people operate out of one or
more farms. The farm becomes a complimentary food business and service incubator. One can’t do
everything, so others develop their specialties to a higher level. Cross over to social services or other
business types when they become attractive. Joel Salatin refers to ‘developing your tribe’ as a local
support network that develops specialties, gets paid well, and grows to relocalize the market economy.

3. Aisling Keep Polyculture - Located in Grey County and covering 0.74 ha./1.83 ac. this orchard
polyculture is a unique genetic reserve of northern hardy food plants. Started in 2006, it doubles as a
community permaculture learning ground for organic practices and source of local naturally-grown tree,
shrub, vine and cane fruit. Among 26 distinct ecotones are zones that intermix chestnut with Saskatoon
and cherry; walnut with pawpaw, kiwi and Rubus; hazel with apple and currant; pear with gooseberry,
hickory and grape. Many other polyculture trials are being conducted alongside areas dedicated to
blueberry, grapes, annual vegetables and perennial green manure compost crops. The orchard also
includes a ‘global oval’ for sacred dance and seasonal ceremonies.

4. No-till Annual Beds and Composting Practice - Various ongoing trials are being conducted to plug the
carbon leak (reduce reliance on internal combustion and the need for soil cultivation), and sequester
atmospheric carbon in soil by enhancing biomass accumulation and decomposition. No-till annual beds
are managed by planting in the footprints of turned compost windrows or planting Forage radish

(Raphamus sativus) as a soil-improving and weed-suppressing catch crop in following year beds. A related
practice involves locating compost piles on future tree planting sites. Green manures such as buckwheat,
fava beans, oil radish and crimson clover are added to compost piles along with livestock manure,
minerals, rotten straw and other soil amendments. Heat from the piles can be used to warm buildings
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and water for the shower. Legumes are grown in areas of future garden beds. Numerous trials are
ongoing.

PART 4 THE FOUR SISTER PROFESSIONS
Last year at Guelph Organic Conference we called directly upon Land Planners, Architects, Engineers and
Landscape Architects to take up and incorporate Pc Strategies and practice tools in their own professions,
while at the same time build synergy and compatibility with the other professions and society. We hope
to bring representatives of these four professions to the 2016 Conference to open this grand collaborative
dialogue up to the public. If you are interested in this, please make your request known by contacting the
Conference organizers.
Here are some initial thoughts around the Four Sister Professions and their challenges in working more
collaboratively for environmental, social and fiscal regeneration, and with each other.
LAND PLANNERS - Relax and diversity. Flex zoning is a good start and Official Plans invariably include
some sort of policies around local food production or community gardens. We must protect more farm
land, even in small pockets for future market farms and urban farm networks. We need to permit and
encourage CPULs: Continuously Productive Urban Landscapes.
ARCHITECTS - This most noble profession is doing a good job of ‘green buildings’ but architects need to
understand that land and buildings are one continuum: part of a holistic living environment. As a result,
building design should reflect the practical daily activities, functions and routines of ‘green living’. How
about the pantry and summer kitchen, so necessary not so long ago? Architects collaborating with
landscape architects can contribute to local production, community identity, and environmental
resilience.
ENGINEERS - All engineers should become familiar with biological principles – the natural laws that sustain
humans and the biosphere – including keyline, carbon farming and sequestering soil carbon through
biomass decomposition. Apply this knowledge in practice, particularly to land subdivision, utility location,
and minimal earth materials moving and storage.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS - LAs need to accept and utilize the productive capacity of land, thereby adding
to their bailiwick of traditional horticulture and ecosystem restoration. Observe functional stacking in
nature and mimic the structure and function of ecosystems in landscape. Design that analogue into
garden farms within parks and land pockets that support neighbourhood regeneration. Foster ecosystem
health and community self-reliance at the same time.
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PART 3 TRANSITION NEXT STEPS
The following strategies organized in distinct topics offer a summary of the above, although they are
altogether intended to form a complete, harmonious approach to regenerative practice. EARTH
STRATEGIES revolve around converting blue to green to black i.e. optimum land hydration, photon
capture and conversion to biomass, and decomposition to ‘grow’ topsoil. This strategy also includes
intensive mob ‘tall’ grazing practices, often facilitated by key line water management and soil cultivation.
ENERGY STRATEGIES involve using less fossil fuel by letting nature help out, using less fuel and more
efficient hand tools for smaller jobs. MARKET STRATEGIES focus on building community, its businesses
and expertise as a viable, diverse and integrated local market economy. Let others help you with
production, marketing, office and/or promotion, and pay them well. Scale up when it makes sense.
SOCIAL STRATEGIES focus on the farm as complimentary food business and service incubator. Grow love.

NOTE: The fourth biennial Edible Forest & Orchard Polyculture Seminar & Workshop will be held near
Chatsworth, ON, on April 18 and 19, 2015.
For more information click on ‘Events’ at
www.bradpeterson.ca
About Brad Peterson
Brad is a leading permaculture designer, land management consultant and Landscape
Architect in Canada with offices in Guelph and Owen Sound, Ontario. See Brad or
Virginie at Booth # 114 at the Conference, call 519-763-5260 or visit
www.bradpeterson.ca
Brad Peterson, M.L.A., B.Sc., OALA, CSLA
Environmental Management and Landscape Architecture
••••••••••••••••••
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11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

The Challenge of Designing a Sustainable, Large Scale Organic Farm
By Roger Rivest, Terry Good and Others
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About Roger Rivest: Roger was born and raised on 100 acre mixed farm in Staples, Ontario. He is a
graduate of St. Clair College Food Technology Program (1970) and worked for H.J. Heinz and Delmonte
Foods in Toronto from 1970-1974. He returned the farm in 1974 and conventionally farmed 700 acres
plus a 150 sow/farrow to finish hog enterprise. He transitioned into organics 1987 and first certified 100
acres in 1990 then added 100 acres per year totaling 900.
From 1991-1995 he also had a C.S.A which included greenhouses. In 2000, he started marketing organic
grains and toured many large organic farms across North America. Roger Rivest Marketing LTD. /Nature
Lane Farms were created May 1, 2014.
••••••••••••••••••
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11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

By Dr. Talia Fletcher

A personal-use dairy cow can be an important part of a larger extensive farm enterprise. Their manure
can be used for growing crops, their calves can be used for meat, their hides can be used for leather, their
horns can be used for biodynamic practices, and their milk can be used for fluid milk, cheese and whey.
Many farmers will feed waste milk to pigs or chickens, and having a milk cow around when you are calving
beef cattle can save the occasional calf that loses its mother. Others enjoy having a home dairy cow to
maintain self-reliance or guaranteed food security. Lastly, some people have cows for the love of cows!
What to consider when buying a milk cow:
- source (sales barn, farmer, etc)
- breed (Holstein, Jersey, Mixed, etc)
- age (how many calves?)
- history (health, temperament)
- stage in lactation (days in milk)
It is important to understand the typical life cycle of a dairy cow in order to plan different life stages and
events. On most commercial dairies, calves are with their mothers for up to 3 days before they are moved
and fed artificially. Female calves, called heifers, are fed milk until they are weaned, which can range from
2-9 months (at least 4 months is recommended). Male dairy calves are typically raised for meat, usually
veal. The heifer calf continues to grow and is usually bred at around 15 months of age to calve when she
is two years old. These bred heifers are usually kept in groups and handled less, and once they calve it can
take time for them to adjust to handling and milking. Once a heifer calves, she becomes a cow, and joins
the milking herd where she is typically milked 2-3 times daily. Her milk production will rise with time and
peak around 90 days in milk, and from then on it will drop gradually. Generally cows are bred around 2-3
months into their lactation and “dried off” (stop milking) around 2 months before their expected due date
to allow the udder to regenerate before they calve again. The cycle is then repeated. Cows can milk for
many years as long as they keep getting pregnant and having calves. When owning a personal milk cow,
you can plan when you want to breed the cow to have a calf 9 months later when it works best for your
farm. For example, having a cow calve in the spring allows the cow to be on pasture throughout the
summer and produce lots of milk for both you and her calf.
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Caring For and Understanding Your Home Milk Cow

Life Events
Breeding time
– Cow in Heat (every 21 days) – standing heat, clear mucus, bawling, decreased milk
– Bull vs Artificial Insemination - call AI technician 12 hours after standing heat
Calving time
– Pre-partum – posture, behaviour
– Normal calf positions (head and front legs, OR back legs and tail)
– What to do – if cow is making no progress after pushing for a few hours, or part of the calf is out
and she is not making any progress after 30 minutes, time to intervene
• Correct calf into normal position
• Place calving chains to help pull out a calf
• Call for help
– Post care - ensure: water available, cow gets up, fetal membranes passed (“cleaned”)
Caring for Calves
– Ensure colostrum - calf gets first drink within 4 hours of birth, the sooner the better.
• Tube feeding if necessary.
– Milk for you and the calf – alternate milkings, nurse cows, milking 2x/day, etc
• Calf needs 10-20% of body weight in milk per day, plus hay and water
– When and how to wean calves – age and techniques
Best Milking Practices
– Cleanliness – clean and dry: teats, hands, pail, environment
– Handmilking vs Vacuum milking
– Timing: Stimulate teats – wait 60-90 seconds before attaching milker or start milking to allow for
appropriate milk let down.
Common health problems
Mastitis – infection of udder
• Causes: bacteria, (yeast, trauma) – environmental vs. contagious
• Signs: swollen udder, abnormal milk (clumps, flakes, smell)
• Treatment: depends on cause, often self limiting if cow is otherwise healthy
• Alternative treatments discussed
• EMEGENCY if cow is down and won’t get up and has bad mastitis
• Prevention: Clean environment, good milking hygiene
Footrot – infection of the foot
• Causes: bacteria, spirochetes – environmental vs contagious
• Signs : lame, swollen foot with necrotic tissue between, infront or behind claws, may have red, raw
lesions as well
• Treatment: depends on cause, often can be treated with Epsom salt soaks or copper sulphate
treatment. Some alternative treatments available as well using natural extracts. Antibiotics for
more severe cases.
• Prevention: Dry environment, exercise, regular hoof trimming
“Hardware” – infection in abdomen, painful
• Causes: cow swallows a piece of metal that punctures her 1st or 2nd stomach
• Signs: off feed, dumpy. Can looks like a lot of other diseases, can be difficult to diagnose
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• Treatment: Depends on severity. Less severe cases often respond to reduced activity and
dispensing a magnet. More severe cases may need anti-inflammatories and/or antibiotics in
addition to conservative treatment
• Prevention: Give cows a magnet orally
Common Emergencies
– Calving – Abnormal positions, calf too large, twisted uterus, dead/rotten calf
– Uterine Prolapse – Only after calving, uterus prolapses out of vagina
– Milk fever – Older cows that won’t get up after calving
– Down Cow – When a cow will not get up on her own
– Off feed – Can be due to a variety of problems
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About Talia Fletcher, DVM
talia.dvm@gmail.com
Ripley-Huron Veterinary Services
Ph: 519.395.2906
Markdale Veterinary Services
Ph: 519.986.2800
••••••••••••••••••
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11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Urban Agriculture as Social Justice
By:
Mik Turje, The Stop
Leticia Boahen, Black Creek Community Farm
••••••••••••••••••
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11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Greenhouses 101: How do You Match the available Options with your
Circumstances and Requirements?
By Norm Eygenraam, President, Multi Shelter Solutions, Palmerston ON

Basic overview and introduction of what the presentation will cover. What is a
greenhouse? Why is it necessary? What are some of my choices and the consequences
of my choices?
What kind of advisor, mentor or sales person should you align yourself with?
What are you trying to accomplish? What are you dealing with?
Greenhouse choices are determined by purpose, size, shape, covering, orientation and location
Making a wish list of the things you are trying to accomplish. How do you prioritize?
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Making a list of the things you are dealing with. What can you change or not change?
There are 4 shapes of greenhouses: Quonset, gothic, A-frame and flat
The 4 shapes come in 3 configurations: Ground to ground, gutter connect and retractable
Striking a balance between strength and cost, return and cost
Your choices for size are three dimensional: Width, length and height. How does changing these affect the
square foot cost?
How does air volume affect the climate in a greenhouse? There also is the matter of air changes.
What is the connection between shape and aerodynamics? Making sure it stays put.
The 3 forces that affect a greenhouse: down force, up lift and lateral shift. Considering the forces of nature
and the components of a structure from an engineering perspective.
There simply is no such thing as too many anchors.
Covers is an area of considerable choice: Glass, polycarbonate and plastic. What are the options, benefits,
negatives and cost with each of these? Many of these are now covered with tarps also.
How does light level impact crop production? To what extent does it matter for you?
How do orientation and location affect what you can do or not do?
••••••••••••••••••
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11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

The Saugeen First Nation ‘Gtigaan Ki’ Red Tree Forest Garden Project

By Amanda Hutter (Helper), Gene Petonaquot (Elder), Gregg Root (Project Coordinator), and Victoria
Serda (Helper)
We hope to create a safe space where all are welcome - infants, youth,
adults, and other Elders or Leaders. All who come will sit as equals and
all who come are part of an important path of growth for this young
project. Educators, professionals, learners, families alike are invited to
learn from the interdisciplinary and intercultural approach
demonstrated by this project so far.

This project welcomes all those who participate in the conversations and actions that protect and heal our
land – as all techniques have a common thread to learn from.
We welcome those who wish to share their own related experiences, efforts, and stories about their
communities, growing healthy and sustainable food on and with this land.
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We welcome and thank those who wish to show support and interest in our efforts to maintain the use of
Traditional plants, techniques, and approaches that underlie modern practices of ‘Restoration Agriculture’
and ‘Enhanced forest management’ in Today’s day and age.
The difficulty level/involvement level: Be prepared to step away from a strictly formal presentation style.
This presentation will begin with a traditional opening ceremony of a smudge which involves using the
smoke of sage. A small traditional snack may also be available for sampling.
Our team members will be sharing with you all our knowledge and experience of our project from each of
our perspectives: an Elder storyteller, an experiential academic, a tree planting ex-politician, and a
community member learning of traditions.

Description:
This project is a vision that many of our team members shared independently for a long time before
coming together to make it a reality beginning Oct. 2013. It is young, growing beautifully, and is a project
which is beginning to provide many opportunities for giving back to all those who are involved, including
those who attend! This presentation helps to give honour back to this work, and helps us in shaping its
growth.
The idea was to plant native species of trees, herbs, and shrubs on farmland in way that used natural
processes of forests to provide healthy and secure source of food for the future. As well, wild harvesting
and educating from our forests was part of this vision for educating and re-connecting. This ‘began’ in
March 2014, but both of these focuses, now called ‘Restoration Agriculture’ and ‘Enhanced Forest
Management’, have always existed in the Saugeen traditions. We hope one will see through this
presentation that with a little help from private funders and a lot of communicating between the worlds
of Indigenous traditions, academia, economics, conservation, grassroots actions, community members
and many more, this project has put the knowledge provided to us into actions with respect. Throughout
this presentation, we will touch on the types of knowledge that have found their place within our
activities, including:







Indigenous Ecological Knowledge
Storytelling,
Restoration Ag and Enhanced Forest Management
Conservation Economies and Ecosystem Services (in all its versions, functions, and names)
The Seven Grandfather teachings
Non-timber forest products and value adding

The activities we can see on the horizon of this project – wild harvesting, maintenance and planting, seed,
a greenhouse program, and beekeeping - try to maintain these traditions, bring healthy food to
community members, provide meaningful working education to people involved with this program, and
healing and protecting our land in the process.. It is a work in progress with small but wonderful results
that we will use to further grow.
We would like to share our landmarks, challenges, successes, and visions for the future of this project
which we call the “Saugeen First Nation ‘Gitigaan Ki’ (Forest Garden).
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We understand that all come from different backgrounds and try to present in as simple, engaging and
practical manner by using pictures, stories, objects that can be held, and educational materials.
Involvement is according to your own comfort level and level of understanding, but we encourage
feedback.

Contact information:
Saugeen First Nation ‘Gitigaan Ki’ Forest Garden Program
Gregg Root (Project Coordinator): gregg.root (at) saugeenfirstnation.ca, 519.353.8694, or Amanda Hutter
(Project Lead): ahutter (at) lakeheadu.ca, 705.321.8327. Visit our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/
saugreenredtree
••••••••••••••••••
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1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Managing and Enhancing Soil Fertility from Soil Test to Application
By Moderator: Christoph Kessel, OMAFRA; John Lauzon, University of Guelph; Mark Mallott, Kearney
Planters; and Anne Verhallen, OMAFRA (Moderator)
1. Putting Nitrogen Cycling and Organic Matter to Work for You
Dr. John Lauzon, University of Guelph: soil organic matter, its role in fertility
cycling, using cover crops, crop rotation and compost to manage nitrogen in the
system.

2. Getting the Test
Christoph Kessel, OMAFRA: soil tests, what do they mean, interpreting the need,
OMAFRA tests and beyond.

3. Application Options
Mark Mallott, Kearney Planters: discussion of banding and broadcast equipment
options for supplying fertility i.e. on planters, etc.
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1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Nervous About Your Upcoming Organic Inspection?
By Bill Barkley and Garry Lean
This one and half hour session is designed for livestock and crop
producers and processors who are new to organic certification or
in the process of transitioning with the Canada Organic Regime
(COR).
The session will provide:
 some facts on industry opportunity and guidance in selecting your market
 an overview of the Organic Production Standards and Canada Organic Regime
 an understanding of the Certification Process, including finding a certifier
 accessing additional resource information
 an open question and answer session
About Bill Barkley and Garry Lean: Both Bill and Garry are
experienced organic inspectors for crop, livestock and processing and
are active members of IOIA (International Organic Inspectors
Association). Bill is the Chair of the IOIA Canadian Committee and
Garry is a Past Chair of the IOIA Board of Directors and is a lead trainer
for the IOIA Training Institute. They are independent inspectors and
provide contract services for a number of accredited organic certifiers.
Emails: billb.otr@gmail.com; garrylean@gmail.com
•••••••••••••••••
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1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Black Creek Community Farm: Year 3 of Managing 7 Acres of Urban
Production in Jane & Finch
By Verity Dimock, Everdale and Leticia Boahen, Black Creek Community Farm
•••••••••••••••••
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1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Production Q & A with an Experienced Horticulturist
By Ken Taylor

Ken was born in Danville, Quebec, and worked the family farm until the age of 16 when
a scholarship “coerced” him off the farm and culminated with a doctorate degree in
biochemistry (PhD McGill ’73). Degree in hand, his passion for farming returned with
the purchase of 70 acres of vacant land on Ile Perrot. Trying to establish a viable farm
required many years of “off farm income”, 35 years at the John Abbott College teaching
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and developing a wide diversity of chemistry-related courses including winemaking, food biochemistry,
consumer and environmental chemistry.
With a unique scientific background in biochemistry (the effect of chemicals on human health) and years
of practical experience in organic farming, Ken has become a very outspoken advocate of the sustainable
organic food movement. A much televised NFB film “Organic Prophecies” has aired many of his
passoinate views on the subject. His different perspective on the local food movement has been exposed
in a diversity of media; Harrowsmith, Canadian Organic Growers, Small Farm Journal, Canadian
Living, REAP, Plant Talk, The Gazette, La Presse, and most recently on the Food Network show Ricardo and
Friends.
•••••••••••••••••

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Permaculture and BioDynamics: Commercial Orchard Production in a
Closed Farm System
By Hugh Williams

In this workshop Hugh Williams will zero in on the Perennial plant enterprises of the farm described more
generally in the Friday seminar. Specifically, the seven acres of orchards (which provide the family with
about 80% of their income) will be covered on a technical basis (with accompanying slides) to include the
design, development and composition, cultural and pest-management practices, including pruning,
restoration of soil fertility in a permaculture sense through Keyline practices, and marketing of the fruit.
The orchards were established 22 years ago on degraded hay land. Some of the orchards are now being
recycled into other uses, and new blocks being planted, so one can get a feeling for the longer-term
meaning of crop rotation! This workshop will also be of interest to those wishing to develop permaculture
in the direction of a livelihood in farming. Active conversation and discussion will be part of this workshop.
•••••••••••••••••
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3:30 PM – 5:00 PM

Designing a Profitable Horse-powered Farm for the New Millenium
By Ken Laing, Orchard Hill Farm

Session Overview - If you asked most farmers, ag extension people or farm business consultants if you
could farm with horses and make a reasonable living from a small [< 100ac] farm they would consider you
a little crazy or naïve, out of touch with reality or all of the above. And I would agree with them if you
were trying to grow the standard commodity crops and livestock conventionally and let someone else
market them.
The first part of my presentation will look at our present operation, which is a productive, and profitable
horse powered CSA.
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There are a number of critical factors that make this work for us:
 vegetables and small fruit marketed retail through a CSA or farmer’s market – the gross value of
which is $20,000-40,000/ac
 gross profit margin is 40-60%
 there are 400,000 people living within 40 km
 we are willing to take the time to teach apprentices and can $ave on labour costs
 horses have many advantages on an organic vegetable farm – these will be looked at in detail
We will look at the equipment we use with draft horses: some old, some off the shelf and some designed
and built on the farm
We will look at the financial aspect of Orchard Hill Farm over the last 3 years.
But where is the immediate future going to lead us horse farmers? We are going to consider the
convergence of at least 5 trends, some of which have been around for a while, but may take us a lot
farther down the road to a system of agriculture which is not only sustainable but enables us to
regenerate our degraded soils. These trends are organic farming, no-till planting, cover crop strategies, an
appreciation and understanding of the role of biological life in and on the soil and the integration of
intensive livestock management into cover cropping and crop rotation.
There is no reason why horse farmers cannot be part of this new revolution in agriculture.
Some names to Goggle:
Gabe Brown – North Dakota no-till farmer extraordinaire –unfortunately he uses tractors and cows
Jill Clapperton and Ray Archuleta for the appreciation of soil biology
Richard Haney – developer of a new soil test
No-till veggies - website maintained by Natalie Lounsbury and SARE
About Ken Laing
Ken grew up on a mixed farm near St. Marys, Ontario. After a brief stint in engineering
h e graduated with a degree in horticulture from the University of Guelph. He and his
wife Martha started farming near Sparta, Ontario in1979 on part of Martha’s family
farm. During their 35 years of farming they have explored many types of farming: PYO
small fruit and peaches, Christmas trees and organic field crops. They purchased their
first team of draft horses in 1980 and horses have been an integral part of their farm
ever since. Martha and their daughter, Ellen, started a CSA in 1997 and very quickly it
was apparent that it was the best fit with draft horses and the most profitable venture
they had ever done. That is where todays talk launches from.
••••••••••••••••••
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3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Overview of Organic Livestock Production Issues in Regards to the
Review of Canadian Standards: Inspector, Advisor and Researcher
Perspectives
By Elsa Vasseur, Renée Bergeron, Fabrice Roche, François Labelle
Overview of organic livestock production issues in regards to the review of Canadian standards:
inspector, advisor and researcher perspectives

Elsa Vasseur, Renée Bergeron, researchers from University of Guelph Alfred Campus, Fabrice Roche
independent inspector who works for Québec-based organic certification provider ‘Québec Vrai’, François
Labelle organic specialist and advisor from Valacta Inc. of Montréal
Contact: Elsa Vasseur, Organic Dairy Research Center, University of Guelph Alfred Campus, 31 St-Paul
Street, Box 580, Alfred, ON, K0B 1A0, 613-679-2218 # 513, evasseur@uoguelph.ca
••••••••••••••••••
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3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Urban vs. Rural: What's Different About Farming in Cities
By Katie German, FoodShare and Alex Redfield, Black Creek Community Farm
••••••••••••••••••
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3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Cucurbita Crops & Native Squash Bees: A Pollination Love Story
By Susan Chan, Ten for Joy Farm
The close relationship between solitary, ground-nesting squash bees and crops in the
genus Cucurbita (pumpkins, squash, zucchini, gourds) is the result of a shift by squash
bees from their native wild host to domesticated squashes in meso-America over
10,000 years ago. As domesticated squash production spread northwards and
eastwards, the range of squash bees expanded along with it. In Ontario the squash
bee is well established in the southern parts of the province and is the superior
pollinator of Cucurbita crops. The limits of the northern range are not yet known.
To begin, it is helpful to learn to recognize squash bees and know something of their natural history.
The following 3 video clips are very helpful in this regard:
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This workshop will focus on the Canadian organic standards review which is currently underway. Our
panel, composed of inspector, advisor and researchers in organic livestock productions, will present case
studies on dairy, swine and poultry operations. We will walk you through the key areas/issues of each
production, how the standards’ modifications will address those issues, and provide some insights on how
to follow the modified standards.

Differentiating squash bees from honey bees: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2UcgRx9ugE
Differentiating male and female squash bees: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hk3E2NeABY
The natural history of squash bees: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WobQObH4oDE
Understanding Cucurbita crops and their pollination system is also important:
All Cucurbita crops have male and female flowers. Only the male flowers produce pollen and only the
female flowers can accept pollen and produce seeds and fruit. The pollen is large, spiny, and very oily,
making it unsuitable for dispersal by wind. As such pollination in these crops is done exclusively by bees.
Three groups of pollinating bees are commonly seen on Cucurbita flowers—squash bees, bumble bees,
and honey bees.
Cucurbita flowers open at dawn and last until noon on a single day.
Once the two parts of the system are understood, it is important to understand the dynamics of their
interaction:
Squash bees and Cucurbita crops display a synchrony of pollination period and bee activity, both on a daily
and seasonal basis. Figure 1 demonstrates this synchrony between pollen availability on male flowers and
the activity of pollen collecting female squash bees. Squash bees become active on flowers at dawn and
by about 2.5 hours after dawn, they will have diminished pollen supplies on the male flowers to almost
nothing.
If squash bees are
present in the crop, by the time
honey bees begin to forage on
Cucurbita flowers, pollination will
already by complete, making their
services superfluous.
Bees
continue to visit the flowers after
depletion of pollen resources in
order to collect the copious nectar
resources offered by both male
and female flowers. Bumble bees
are active in the crop earlier than
honey bees and so are also
effective pollinators. Synchrony
also exists on a seasonal basis.
Figure 1.
Because squash bees are such a valuable pollination asset on farms, it is important to consider how to
manage farming systems in order to take advantage of them. Managing aspects such as rotation,
cultivation, and mulching may contribute to the establishment and maintenance of strong squash bee
populations. Rotation to control pests can affect squash bees negatively by removing their only source of
protein (Cucurbita pollen). However rotations can be designed to control pests and maintain pollinator
populations if it is done with care. Cultivation to reduce weed pressure can negatively affect squash bees
by destroying their ground nests. This negative effect can be mitigated by timing, reducing cultivation
depth, and using some mulches for weed control.
Creating permanently protected nesting areas around field perimeters or within fields should be
considered as a management tool to increase and protect squash bee populations.
Farms at Work (www.farmsatwork.ca) has a valuable information handbook on the Cucurbita-squash
bee system in Ontario, including tips for farmers which can be accessed at
http://www.gifttool.com/shop/ShopProductDetails?ID=2188&VER=1&LNG=EN&PID=56764&DID=1276
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3:30 PM - 5:00 PM

The Deep Ecology of Forest Gardening: An Integrated Nature-Based
Practice and Study
By Shantree Kacera N.D., Ph.D. and Lorenna Bousquet-Kacera

Deep Ecology is a new way of envisioning our relationship with the Earth – Forest Gardening is putting the
vision into action.
In this time of great change on the planet we enter a new adventure. One that requires a human
mindfulness and a worldview able to craft mutually enhancing relationships with the primary forces of
Nature and each other.

Forest gardening is a design system, based on the ethic of care of the
earth, care of people, and care of the future. 'Forest Gardening is about
extended and thoughtful observation, rather than...protracted and
thoughtless action....' It is a system, which has the diversity and stability of
natural eco-systems as foremost, encouraging bio-diversity, and draws its
practical principles from the close observation of how nature works.
While Forest Gardening is primarily focused on human production, it is
readily adaptable to the practical expression of the philosophies of Deep Ecology.
Deep Ecology expresses ethics and principles which go beyond the boundaries of human need. Many
committed forest gardeners looking for greater meaning in their approach to food production find Deep
Ecology addresses their deeper aspirations.
Deep Ecology is a process of re-connecting with the Earth, using every possible means, which works for
the individual or for the group, to bring oneself back into context with the whole of the natural world. It
dissolves the boundaries between self and other - other being everything in the universe, which is not
human. Such processes often form a bridge between Forest Gardening and Deep Ecology and vice versa.
Some people begin with a philosophy or ideology and need to work towards its practical expression; some
begin with the practice and need to develop the philosophy and spiritual depth to reinforce their actions.
When we acknowledge our dependence on the biosphere, ecological
sustainability becomes vitally important. Living systems theory shows
us that we do not need to invent sustainable human communities
from scratch, but can model them on nature’s eco-systems which have
an inherent ability to sustain life. This workshop introduces you to the
Deep Ecology Manifesto of Forest Gardening, weaving this with the
inspiring science of Living Systems – a foundational scientific approach
to successful applications of creating regenerative landscapes.
During this workshop we will explore both the practical wisdom and the theoretical underpinnings of a
shift to a life-regenerating future - set within a framework of nature based learning.
During this presentation you will:
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What is the relationship between Forest Gardening and Deep Ecology?

 Hear a few essential aspects of forest gardening and how-to design, establish, and work
with regenerative living systems
 Learn a couple of practical and experiential methods to support a deepening observation
and nature connection
 Discover the key ideas of deep and social ecology
 Gain a deeper appreciation of the practical, theoretical, and spiritual roots of a sustainable
and life affirming future
 Appreciate why the shift in consciousness needed to transition from a culture of separation,
to one that is rooted in nature’s design and evolutionary wisdom is so essential to the
future of agriculture and regeneration of healthy living systems.
Passionate, long-time gardeners, forest gardeners, Permaculturists, Herbalist and Eco-spiritual guides,
Shantree Kacera D.N., Ph.D. and Lorenna Bousquet-Kacera,
weave together the practical wisdom of forest garden design, experiential nature-based practice, and the
theoretic foundations of deep ecology.
"Gardening is
~Thomas Berry

an

active

participation

in

the

deepest

mysteries

of

the

universe."

About Shantree Kacera, D.N., Ph.D.
Shantree is a Permaculture Educator, Ayurvedic Live-Food Nutritionist, Therapeutic
and Practical Herbalist, Constitutional Ecological Consultant and Forest Garden
Practitioner with 40 years’ experience in the Organic Natural Healing Arts. He is an
expert on the medicinal and nutritional properties of herbs and trees of Carolinian
Canada. His primary focus these days are on research, demonstration and education,
empowering folks to be Ecological Regenerative Leaders. He has also written and
published numerous, books, manuals and courses. He is the founder and co-director
of The Living Centre (1983), and Living Arts Institute. Well known for his unique circular medicinal-wheel
garden and medicine trail with over 1,000 species of edible and medicine plants and trees through the 50acre botanical sanctuary, which has one of the oldest forest gardens in Canada.
About Lorenna Bousquet-Kacera
Lorenna is the founder of Shamanu: Earth Wisdom Teachings, and co-director of The
Living Centre (est.1983), has followed her own wild heart to grow Earth centered
training pathways that support the shift in consciousness needed to heal our
alienation from the natural world. For over 25 years Lorenna has mentored ‘change
makers’ from all walks of life. Her teachings support the reclaiming of our birthright as
ecological beings, and with it an Earth-honouring vision that is centered in a practical
spirituality. Lorenna is an Eco-Creativity guide and founder of Shamanu: Earth
Wisdom Teachings. Shamanu cultivates the unity of personal and planetary wellbeing, opening human potential and pathways to a regenerative and sustainable
future. She is co-founder and director with her husband Shantree of The Living Centre and Living Arts
Institute. Lorenna is a Certified Permaculture Educator with a specialty in evolutionary regeneration at the
personal, ecological and spiritual levels. A study into the mysteries of life and how to invoke the primal
elements of nature have shown her that human and Nature are one force, interconnected in all ways. She
believes that everything we need to know about how to live extraordinary lives we can find the answers to
in Nature. www.thelivingcentre.com
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9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Raising Your Kids on an Organic Farm

Farms:
ManoRun Organic Farm is located in Copetown near the intersection of Hwy 52 and Governor’s Road.
Copetown is just a short drive from Hamilton. Chris Krucker and Denise Trigatti have been farming
organically for over 15 years and offer organic vegetables. The farm is 35 acres and includes 8 acres of
vegetables 20 acres of hay/pasture and grain. Most of the work on the farm is done by hand and so that
involves lots of help. Chris and Denise work with interns, volunteers and their 4 children to plant, cultivate,
harvest the vegetables, manage the livestock and bring in the grain and hay crop.
Orchard Hill farm is a 90 acre diversified organic farm, growing 7 acres of vegetables and small fruit to
supply our 220 share Main Season CSA and 100 share Fall CSA, hay, pasture, and grains for our livestock
(horses, laying hens, and pigs) and for seed. We have a 100 laying hens to provide eggs to sell for to our
CSA members and a small flour mill to grind flour from our own wheat to sell and for our own use. We also
have a small saw mill to mill the lumber from our woodlot.
Most of our farm work is done with Suffolk Punch horses, a very old and rare breed of draft horse specially
suited for work in field and forest. We strive to balance land area, livestock, manure production, energy
use and crop production so that we have a largely energy self-sufficient farm that maintains or improves
its soil fertility while producing nutritious and safe food for our local community. We are part of CRAFT
South West and have interns each season with whom we are happy to share the lessons of our over 30
years of farming and to teach the many skills (from crop planning on paper, through field and garden
work, to harvest and market) that young farmers require to get started on their own.
Meeting Place Organic Farm is a 100 acre family farm which we have owned and operated since 1973. It is
located in SW Ontario, near Lucknow in the picturesque rolling farmland of northern Huron County. We
offer quality farm fresh food for your table from our family farm. We produce grass fed beef and drug
free, pastured pork, organic apples and apple butter, vegetable, herb and heritage tomato seedlings. We
cooperate with several other local farms to bring you lamb, maple syrup and honey. We farm organically
with Belgian and Norwegian Fjord horses and have a mixed livestock operation designed to nourish the
soil and produce food in an ecologically sustainable manner. Some of our farm products have been
certified organic for 27 years. Our organic certifier is Ecocert Canada. We file an annual application with
them, which they review to ensure compliance with the Canadian Organic Standards and do a yearly farm
inspection and visit to our farm.
About Martha Laing is the co-owner/operator of Orchard Hill Farm located near St.
Thomas, Ontario. In 1979, after graduating from the University of Guelph, Martha
began farming with her h usband, Ken Laing, on land that was cleared by her Quaker
ancestors in the 1820's. They began with pick-your-own strawberries adding in
raspberries, peaches, elderberries and Christmas trees. Their first child, Ellen, was
born in 1980 followed a few months later by the purchase of their first team of draft
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Panel: Naomi & Keshia Krucker, Martha & Grayden Laing, Tony & Katrina McQuail, Fran McQuail
(moderator)

horses. Their son, Grayden, was born in 1983. Orchard Hill Farm transitioned to organic production in
1989. In 1997 Ken turned away from Pick your own fruit to organic field crops, during that period Martha
and Ellen began a CSA, to help fund Ellen's University education. Gradually, the CSA became the main
focus of the farm, when Ken realized it was well suited to being integrated with draft horses.
About Grayden Laing grew up at Orchard Hill Farm near St. Thomas, Ontario.
Grayden worked on the farm doing chores, driving horses, raising his own pigs,
helping with the pick-your-own operation, making hay, growing of field crops and
teaching Draft Horse Workshops. He also learned timber-framing skills building a
barn on the farm and continued working in that field for a period of time. He then
pursued an interest in painting and sculpture, working with a local artist during high
school and continuing his education at York University and the University of Guelph.
He then expanded his artistic interests to cinematography, eventually working as a
director of photography in television while living in Toronto. In 2014, Grayden moved
back to the family farm and has begun to integrate his skill set into life on the farm. He is currently filming
aspects of the farm, teaching Draft Horse Workshops, painting, and using his woodworking skills.
About Naomi and Keshia Krucker: Naomi and Keshia are two of four children who
were raised on Manorun farm. The eldest, Naomi, is presently the field manager,
returning to the farm after graduating in 2012 from the Univeristy of Guelph's
International Development program. Keshia is in her 3rd year of studies in History at
the University of Guelph and returns home in the summers to lead interns in the field,
and manage Saturday markets. Manorun Farm is a 25-acre organic farm comprised of
mixed livestock and vegetable production for CSA and farmer's markets. Interns and
family make up the work force on the farm during the summer. Naomi and Keshia's
presentation will consist of stories and lessons learned from their experiences being
raised on a farm. They will also discuss their personal challenges as well as reasons for returning to the
farm in the capacities they have chosen.
About Tony and Fran McQuail: Born and raised in Pennsylvania, Tony started his
farming career in 1970 at the age of 18 working as a hired hand on dairy farms in
Pennsylvania and Ontario. In 1973 he bought a run-down 100 acre farm near Lucknow,
Ontario. He and wife & partner, Fran, started working the land and building a house in
1974 while Tony was working on a University degree which saw him taking agriculture
courses at the University of Guelph and obtaining an Environmental Studies Honours
degree from the University of Waterloo. In 1976 they made a cold turkey transition to
organic production. Tony and Fran were active in starting the Ecological Farmers
Association of Ontario and have served in many capacities over the years. In the mid
1980’s Tony chaired the first meetings that lead to the formation of the Organic Crop Improvement
Association in Ontario. Meeting Place Organic Farm was one of the first certified organic farms in the
province. Tony has been active in the Ontario Federation of Agriculture and now in the National Farmers
Union-Ontario. Tony served as the Executive Assistant to Elmer Buchanan, Ontario Minister of Agriculture
and Rural Affairs, in the early 1990’s and worked with the committees that developed the Ontario
Environmental Farm Plan and also the Farm Business Registration program which provides stable funding
to 3 Ontario General Farm Organization. Tony and Fran continue to operate Meeting Place Organic Farm
and teach Holistic Management courses. They are active in the Collaborative Regional Alliance for Farmer
Training (CRAFT).
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9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Re-Indigenizing the Alternative Food System
By Ruth Lapp and Robert Lovelace

During this workshop we will explore the meaning of indigeneity as both a theoretical concept and an
action or practice of human relationship with one’s self, one’s human community, the more-than human
community, and the earth. We will discuss the way by which systems of indigenous knowledge emerge
over time and within the environments or ecosystem realities of the people who inhabit a particular place.
We will look at the historical processes by which Indigenous knowledge systems and Indigenous people
have become imperiled, and build an understanding of how this impacts us all. We will explore ways by
which we, as members of the organic farming community, can actively participate in processes of reindigenization as a way of addressing both the human injustices and environmental degradation that has
resulted from Canada’s colonialist practices and policies, as well as how we can implement or design ‘on
farm’ ways of re-indigenizing the artful vocation of food provisioning for our families and our community.
Ruth Lapp is a PhD student in the Cultural Studies program at Queens University. Her research interests
include sustainable food systems, the historical legacy of colonialism in Canada, the theories and practices
of decolonization that are emerging from grass-roots resurgence movements, and community-based
research. Ruth has been an organic farmer in Nova Scotia for 18 years.
Robert Lovelace is a Continuing Adjunct Lecturer in the Department of Global Development
Studies,Queen's University. Robert is a retired Chief of the Ardoch Algonquin First Nation. His current
research explores the relevance of Indigenous culture in developing economic and social trends. Robert
has been an activist in the struggle to preserve Aboriginal sovereignty in Canada and Human Rights
globally. He lives at Eel Lake in the traditional Ardoch Algonquin territory where he operates a small
organic home farm.
••••••••••••••••••
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About Katrina McQuail: Born and raised just outside of Lucknow, Ontario, Katrina lived
all over North America before returning home to southwestern Ontario. Passionate
about social justice, community, and all aspects of food, Katrina has worked in higher
education, as an organic farmer, as a chef’s assistant, and with social change
organizations, governments and businesses. With a focused interest in sustainability and
building stronger communities, she keeps herself busy by volunteering, traveling,
running youth programs, cooking, baking, and helping on her family’s farm. Her interests
are eclectic and diverse, spanning from scuba diving to quilting and she is rarely found
without a cup of tea. Katrina holds a degree in Business and Non Profit Management
from a small, liberal arts university where she minored in French. For the past three years Katrina has
been running 10 Carden, a small social change not-for-profit and community hub in Guelph, ON. She has
recently moved back to the family farm to take it over as her parents retire, and is looking forward to
reconnecting back into the small scale organic farming community. We will talk about the benefits of
being raised on a farm, how to make farm life and work a good experience and some considerations
around farm safety for children.

McNaughton 105

9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Taste & Tenacity: Varietal Fruit Trials in a Perennial Growing System at
Baba Link Farm
By Pat Kozowyk, Ernst von der Kall, and Philip von der Kall

Baba Link Farm is a 10 acre Hamilton farm situated near the Flamborough Centre Swamp. Approximately
6 acres are divided into 3 mixed use orchards. The remaining 4 acres are naturalizing. We have been
certified organic farmers since 2008, harvesting a wide variety of fruit as well as a diverse mix of herbs,
flowers, and vegetables. Baba Link Farm was a regional recipient of the 2013 Premier's Award for Agrifood Innovation Excellence.
Background: Baba Link Farm was formed from part of the Kozowyk family farm. My parents Alex and Betty
Kozowyk owned 74 acres that included a small Hereford herd, 5 acres of raspberries, hayfield and wetland
woods. Irrigation was not necessary as the clay soil, use of farm generated compost and the natural water
reservoir of the surrounding wetland kept the raspberries productive - even through drought. My parents
succumbed to peer pressure and tried a chemical spray once in the 1960's, but both agreed that they "did
not like that stuff" and went back to their natural methods.
When my father was ready to sell the farm he was a widower in his 80th year, renting part of the farm to
conventional farmers. Fortunately for my father land prices were high, but that meant my husband Ernst
and I could not afford the entire 74 acres. Farming requires a great deal of creative problem solving, so it is
appropriate that our first farm related problem was solved through a creative and cooperative project with
our neighbour. The property line was moved and the property sizes switched with no change in land use. In
2002 we got an affordable piece of the farm, my father got a fair price, and our neighbours were pleased
with their expanded property.
Evolving Agricultural Approach: Permaculture, restoration agriculture and forest garden ideas are
incorporated in the farm, though we did not start the farm with a detailed plan. Our original farm plan
looked more like rows of raspberries, trees, strawberries and a few strips of annual production.
Strawberries were an important part of our original farm plan; however, I quickly realized the fairly heavy
soil and my personality are better suited to growing woody plants. We are constantly learning, modifying
and adapting.
Most of the farm is in ground cover, some of it planted by us, some of it volunteered by nature, including
harvest-able native herbs and edible flowers. There are still a few lightly tilled strips for annual production.
Mowed (and dried) ground cover or wood chips are used as mulching compost for perennial and annual
plants. We do not have livestock. Observing rich forest soils I assume plant based mulch is rich enough for
our uses. Mowing of the ground cover is not uniform or regular as we try to avoid mowing plants and
habitat areas that may be used by pollinators. The soil has improved and many of the plantings are robust.
Taste and tenacity are two of the most important attributes I look for in edible plants. I am not interested
in growing crops that require off farm inputs, or need a lot of environmental manipulation. The only
spraying I have done is a spring application of dormant oil on appropriate woody plants. This consists of my
recipe of water, organic canola oil and soap as an emulsifier. I have insect pressure and a fair amount of
unattractive apples, but I also have some stunningly beautiful, productive and tasty fruit. Location,
surrounding plants and innate plant genetics contribute to good results. There is a lot of hand labour;
which cannot be denied as crucial to positive results. A key goal is finding the optimal balance of "hands on
and hands off".
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In last year's Organic Conference presentation I concentrated on various berries. In general they succeed in
attaining my goals of sustainability and good taste. Our various red, white, pink and especially black
currants are leading the list of tenacious and productive varieties. Some of the gooseberry and
honeyberry/haskap varieties are dependable in growth and productivity, but require protection from
hungry wildlife. Early main season raspberries also do well, but there are new insect pressures for late
berries like fall raspberries that severely impact harvest.

The highlights of 2014 for me came from spending a bit of time in forest gardens. First during the 2014
Forest Garden Convergence held last May at the Living Centre in London Ontario. The second was in July at
Martin Crawford's forest garden in Devon, England. As a result of more learning and observing, we have
more plans for modifying and adapting our farm plantings. I believe the orchards need more tree diversity
- less fruit planting concentrations in order to produce more marketable fruit without adding a spray
program. In the same way I used bean companion planting with potato to improve soil fertility and deter
potato bugs; I will experiment with various non-fruiting trees and shrubs as companion plantings for
fruiting trees. All the time trying to keep sun, shade and air flow in a productive balance.
Varietal Trials: I started small plantings of a few varieties in 2002. The fruits I chose were based on our
farm's history, the native plants in the hedgerow and woods, plus a bit of pure curiosity. Every year I added
a few more varieties. I will describe the failures as well as the successes. Keeping in mind that our farm
conditions may or may not pertain to your growing conditions, I hope you find this presentation helpful. I
will concentrate on various Asian and European Pears, and to a lesser degree Apple, Plum, Peach and
Shipova.
Useful websites:
Forest Gardens:
http://wearemanyrivers.ca/
http://www.forestgardenguild.ca
http://www.agroforestry.co.uk/
FruitTree Nurseries with useful information:
http://www.sln.potsdam.ny.us/index.html
http://www.chrisbowers.co.uk/about.php
http://www.southmeadowfruitgardens.com/index.html
Apple list and description:
http://www.orangepippin.com/
Local Fruit Tree Nurseries:
http://www.krausnurseries.com/
http://www.silvercreeknursery.ca
http://www.siloamorchards.com/
Organic Growing Resources:
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/organic/organic.html
http://www.acornorganic.org/resources/library
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2014's severe winter and ice storm damage killed our apricot trees, but not the paw paw. Many other tree
varieties bloomed not at all or very little, while a few others produced better than ever before. There was
very little nut production on either the hazels I planted or the black walnuts that have always been here. I
do not know if the "Illini Hardy" Blackberries are truly hardy because as the snow melted I saw that every
single fruit producing cane had been girdled by mice and rabbits. No two years are the same, I say in part
optimistically, because last year was miserable.

https://attra.ncat.org/ https://attra.ncat.org/publication.html#organic
http://www.fruit.cornell.edu/
http://www.oacc.info/

••••••••••••••••••
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9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Diversified Garlic Production
By Jedediah Loeks

Garlic has long been a crop of little interest and little known about it. Now it is a crop of
great interest and much more is known. What we now know is that there is a vast
wealth of diversity in garlic. Many new varieties have come to North America in the last
twenty years. How can this help us as growers to increase profits? How does garlic as a
crop fit into our already busy schedules are market and CSA farmers? I have been
growing garlic for over a decade and now cultivate over
••••••••••••••••••

BioDynamic Talks: Seminar A

McNaughton 113

9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Getting Started in BioDynamics
Panel: Jennifer Seilern, David Burnford, Chris Boettcher, and Kerry Hackett (moderator)
Three competent biodynamic practitioners will present the highlights of their operations and how they are
achieving their goal of becoming biodynamic farmers/gardeners. Each panelist began their journey from a
uniquely different starting position - from conventional family farming to owning little material assets but
a strong desire to just farm and put their hands into the soil. We will discuss short- and long-term land
rental agreements to outright property ownership. Deciding to farm biodynamically may also create an
interesting human dynamics for the operators from challenging to rewarding. Besides mustering the
courage to just start a biodynamic farm or garden the panelists will reveal how they found biodynamic
growing information and mentors to get them started. Other interesting and sometimes surprising
aspects that will be discussed are soil conversion to biodynamic methods, developing markets and
customer relationships and last but not least personal growth and development since starting the journey
of biodynamic farming.
After the initial statements by the panelists, moderator Kerry Hackett will facilitate audience participation,
comments and questions.
About Jennifer Seilern: Jennifer Seilern runs Seilern Farm with her husband, Mathias, and 9 month old
son, Ronan, near Kincardine, Ontario. Their 300 acre rented cash crop and livestock farm is certified
organic and biodynamic. The farm is focused on using organic and biodynamic practices to grow high
quality food while not compromising the integrity of the earth and its inhabitants. Cash crops including
soybeans, oats, spelt, rye, peas and corn are rotated with hay and pasture. A 55 head cattle herd is
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intensively grazed and pasture poultry and hogs are also raised. Jennifer holds a degree in agricultural
science and a post graduate diploma in agricultural communications from the University of Guelph.

About Chris Boettcher: Chris Boettcher and his family currently farm 600 acres biodynamically in
midwestern Ontario. After finishing his agricultural education at the University of Guelph in the early
1980's Chris worked as a farm-hand and sheep-shearer in New Zealand before returning to the family
farm. After 10 years of farming conventionally, Chris and his wife Gabriele started into biodynamic
agriculture. This was motivated by a quest for meaningful answers in life including agricultural, health and
spiritual issues. The farm has been Demeter certified for over 20 years now. Besides managing a pasturebased sheep flock the Boettchers also grow grain crops for human consumption including tofu beans,
spelt, and canola for salad oil, rye, oats and peas. For the last 9 years the children earned their college and
travel money growing up to 10 acres of squash and recently has started a dairy goat enterprise.
Kerry Hackett, MSc, MNIMH, AHG
Kerry has been a student and practitioner of herbal medicine for almost two decades.
She is a member of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists (UK), the American
Herbalists Guild, the Ontario Herbalists Association (Past-President) and the Veterinary
Botanical Medicine Association. Kerry is also a certified Master Gardener and is
currently undertaking research towards a Doctorate in Health.
••••••••••••••••••
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11:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Your Environmental Bill of Rights: A Toolkit for Change

By Ellen Schwartzel, Deputy Commissioner, Environmental Commissioner of Ontario
What you’ll learn: If you live in Ontario, you have access to a versatile legal toolkit:
the Environmental Bill of Rights (or EBR). The EBR is designed to engage citizens in
environmental decisions made at the provincial level. The EBR affirms that Ontario
residents have a right to know about – and have a say in – government decisions
that affect the environment. Public participation, transparency and accountability
are three defining watchwords of the EBR.
With the help of the EBR, you have the opportunity to influence rules and policies
for issues as varied as organic farming, farmland protection, water taking, water
quality or soil health. This workshop will show you ways to apply your rights, using real-life examples.
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About David Burnford: David is steward at Riverglen Farm, a mixed operation focused on produce, cattle
and poultry. He went into business for himself after interning at ALM Farm and completing a diploma in
Horticulture at Algonquin College. Over the past 8 years at Riverglen, he has been sorting through the
teachings from a multitude of organic, biodynamic and permaculture sources trying to figure out what
works and what doesn't. A variety of workshops, courses, books, magazines and tours have blurred the
lines between different schools of farming but the essential, core messages are becoming clearer.

The workshop will introduce you to Ontario’s Environmental Registry. Thanks to the Environmental
Registry, it is quite easy to track and comment on environmental proposals by Ontario ministries.
In the workshop, you will also learn how to put forward your own ideas for environmental laws and
policies, by applying for a review under the EBR. As well, if you have evidence that an environmental law
has been broken, this workshop will show you how to submit an application for investigation under the
EBR.
Finally, you will be introduced to the work of the Environmental Commissioner, Ontario’s independent
environmental watchdog.
••••••••••••••••••
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11:30 AM –12:30 PM

Your Best Decision-Making Tool: Record-Keeping 101
By David Colhmeyer
It is very noble to follow sustainable agricultural practices. You build the soil, preserve wildlife
habitats, avoid toxic ingredients, maintain heritage crops, and follow fair labour practices. But is
your business operation itself sustainable?
Making purchasing decisions based on what appears to be in your bank account is not a sustainable
way to operate your farm business. Setting your prices based on what a supermarket charges for its
dumped imports cannot be sustainable. Being unable to obtain a loan to purchase a labour - saving
piece of equipment does not help you remain sustainable.

There is a wonderful tool that has been proven to help any business sustain itself. Luca Pacioli
developed the modern double entry accounting system way back in 1495. His simple, accurate, and
informative system has remained virtually unchanged through the centuries. This accounting system
has certainly withstood the test of time. Please don’t short - change yourself by not using his system
in your farm business. With pencil and paper it costs virtually nothing; with a computer program it
can be quicker.
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The system is based on the concept of debits and credits. Though we all use the words every day,
few of us really understand what they mean. But you don’t really need to. Leave this to your
favourite bookkeeper and accountant.
$35 per hour may seem like a lot to hire a bookkeeper. But remember it will only take him or her a few
hours a week (or month) to efficiently perform the useful work. Given that you do not fully understand
the system it will take you considerably longer than it should (while you just hate all the fiddly work).
Give it to someone who enjoys providing the information you need. This is a bargain at any price.
The system is basically made up of two interrelated reports (each with two parts): the Balance
Sheet with Assets and Liabilities; and the Profit and Loss Statement with Income, and Expenses. A
Cash Flow Statement is a hybrid of these two reports. Updating this every month turns it into a
terrific “dashboard” tool that helps you make the good decisions.

Assets
+ Current
+ Fixed
Liabilities
- Current
- Long Term
= Equity

(cash, bank, receivables, inventory)
(equipment, buildings, depreciation, land)
(payables, credit cards, taxes)
(loans, mortgage, due to shareholders)
(Retained Earnings or accumulated Net Profits)

Profit and Loss Statement
+ Income
- Cost of Goods
- Expenses

(sales by enterprises)
(variable costs directly related to sales)
(fixed, financial and depreciation costs)

= Operating Income
+ Other Income

(government supports)

= Net Profit (or Loss)

Cash Flow
+ Income
- Expenses
- Finances

(sales by enterprises)
(no changes in inventory, no amortization)
(interest expenses and principle payments)

= Operating Cash Income
+ Other Cash

(loan proceeds, government supports)

± Changes in

(fixed assets, receivables, payables)

= Cash Available

(negative is line of credit use)
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Balance Sheet

About David Colhmeyer
Sustainable Good Foods Consultant
www.davidcolhmeyer.ca
705-458-1710
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McNaughton 105

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Living Your Fruit-Growing Dream: The Small Orchardist’s Basic Guide
to Success
By Susan Poizner
“Why buy expensive organic fruit when you can grow it yourself?”
That’s what many people think before planting their first fruit tree. Then, once the tree is in the ground
for a few years, reality sets in. They encounter fruit tree pest and disease problems. Their trees aren’t
productive or if they do produce, the harvest is wormy or unappealing.

Since planting the orchard’s first fruit trees in 2009, Susan has worked intensively with expert orchardists,
scientists and agrologists to learn the key skills involved in fruit tree care and she has travelled across
North America meeting urban and community orchardists to learn from their experiences and mistakes.
She shares these lessons in her award-winning fruit tree care book “Growing Urban Orchards: The Ups,
Downs and How-Tos of Fruit Tree Care in the City” (Garden Writers Association Silver Award of
Achievement, Book: General Readership).
Over the years, Susan has helped half a dozen other groups establish successful orchard projects in
Toronto and beyond. As the director of fruit tree consulting and education company Orchard People, she
has worked on projects including Toronto French School’s "Legacy Orchard", San RomanoWay’s “Greening
the Grounds” project and Mohawk College’s “Sustainable Landscape Plan”.
Come and learn about fruit trees with Susan Poizner at the Guelph Organic Conference – find out more
about her and her in-person and online workshops and webinars at www.orchardpeople.com.
About Susan Poizner
Director, Orchard People Consulting
Creator, Orchard People Fruit Tree Care Online Education
www.orchardpeople.com
Founder and Coordinator, Growing for Green
& Ben Nobleman Park Community Orchard
www.communityorchard.ca
Tel: 416. 784. 2826
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In this workshop, urban orchardist Susan Poizner explores the ten secrets to growing fruit trees
successfully. She is one of the founders of the Ben Nobleman Park Community Orchard in Toronto and she
and her team learned how to grow fruit trees the hard way – by making mistakes!

Thornbrough 1307

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Organic Certification Demystified – Understanding Organic Labels in
the Retail Store
By Kelly Monaghan and Maureen Kirkpatrick

“How do I know what to believe on an ‘organic’ product label?”

The Canadian organic market is worth close to $4 billion annually and continues to show strong growth –
it has tripled since 2006 (Canada Organic Trade Association report “Canada’s Organic Market, 2013:
Growth, Trends and Opportunities”). While our federal Organic Products Regulations are relatively new
compared to those in the US or EU, the structure of the Canadian regulatory system and our very detailed
organic standards ensure that organic foods in Canada are among the most scrutinized and inspected
products available on grocery store shelves today.
In this one-hour presentation, you will learn about:
 The size and growth of the organic industry in Canada
 What ‘organic’ food is compared to what our ancestors ate
 The general principles for organic shared by Canada and its major trading partners
 Some specific examples of crop, livestock & processing rules in Canada
 Who does what in Canada to ensure that organic products follow the rules
 What “equivalency arrangements” are and what that means for imported organic products in
Canadian stores
 What happens during required annual organic inspections of certified operators
 Canada’s labelling requirements for organic products (& how they differ from USA)
 What various parts of an organic product label in Canada tell you about that product
About Kelly A. Monaghan
Ash Street Organics Inc.
kelly@ashstreetorganics.com

About Maureen Kirkpatrick
The Big Carrot Natural Food Market
standards@thebigcarrot.ca
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BioDynamic Talks: Seminar B

McNaughton 113

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Working with Biodynamic Preparations - Experienced & Novice
Practitioners Discuss their Experiences
Panel: Chris Boettcher, Matthew Boughner, and Kerry Hackett (moderator)

Working the application and making of the biodynamic preparations into the growing year may seem
daunting or even unnecessary. It may however, prove to be one of the most rewarding experiences of
farming or gardening life. Though esoteric in nature, the preparations are an incredibly practical addition
to farm and garden work. When a cow horn is filled with cow manure and buried under ground in the
autumn, it is not the concept of manure buried in the concept of a horn. When it is dug up in the spring
what has it transformed in to? Why? How is it now to be worked with? The
answer to the last of these three questions may prove to be the key in
approaching the answer of the first two and any farmer or gardener can be the
one to answer it. This workshop will address questions such as how to get
started, where to seek help and how to know when you are getting the hang of
it. A novice and more experienced prep maker will offer some personal
observations on the practical application and making of the biodynamic
preparations.
BD Horn Silica
About Matthew Boughner: Matthew Boughner was ready for a change after having spent many years in
the music industry. With his sights set on becoming a sommelier, it was his love of art and science that led
him to pursue wine making instead, ultimately leading to him choosing the path of farming. This journey
coincided with a growing interest in biodynamic agriculture and formal studies on the subject. He
continues to grow and learn through practicing biodynamics at Tawse Winery in Vineland Ontario where
he is the Assistant Vineyard Manager.
About Chris Boettcher: Chris Boettcher and his family currently farm 600 acres biodynamically in
midwestern Ontario. After finishing his agricultural education at the University of Guelph in the early
1980's Chris worked as a farm-hand and sheep-shearer in New Zealand before returning to the family
farm. After 10 years of farming conventionally, Chris and his wife Gabriele started into biodynamic
agriculture. This was motivated by a quest for meaningful answers in life including agricultural, health and
spiritual issues. The farm has been Demeter certified for over 20 years now. Besides managing a pasturebased sheep flock the Boettchers also grow grain crops for human consumption including tofu beans,
spelt, and canola for salad oil, rye, oats and peas. For the last 9 years the children earned their college and
travel money growing up to 10 acres of squash and recently has started a dairy goat enterprise.
Kerry Hackett, MSc, MNIMH, AHG: Kerry has been a student and practitioner of herbal
medicine for almost two decades. She is a member of the National Institute of Medical
Herbalists (UK), the American Herbalists Guild, the Ontario Herbalists Association (PastPresident) and the Veterinary Botanical Medicine Association. Kerry is also a certified
Master Gardener and is currently undertaking research towards a Doctorate in Health.
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All participants will share their experiences working with BD preparations. Christian has farmed in westcentral Ontario for many years. Matthew works at Tawse Winery, Vineland. Kerry from east-central
Ontario is a practicing herbalist.

UC 442

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Best Practices on Vegetable Seed Production in Ontario: Opportunities
for Collaborative Seed Production

By Aabir Dey, Bob Wildfong and Kim Delaney

State of Organic Vegetable Seed Production in Canada
 The vast majority of vegetable seed planted in fields and gardens in Canada comes from seed companies
outside the country, or from Canadian companies that import seed from international growers.
 Canada’s regional seed systems are currently populated by small-scale seed companies that typically
focus on growing and selling small packets of open-pollinated, organic seeds, often heirlooms or
landraces, but not bulk quantities of seed to market gardeners or vegetable farmers.

Bulk/Diversity Trade-off for Seed Growers
 Seed companies that try to provide bulk quantities of each variety, must often compromise the diversity
of varieties offered in their catalogue; similarly seed companies that look to provide a large diversity of
varieties must often compromise offering those varieties in bulk quantities.
 Seed companies cannot address the bulk-diversity trade-off their own; they either employ multiple
contract-growers from multiple locations, or procure seed from a number of different sources, in order
to get the quantities and diversity they need. We need to seed production models in Canada that
balance the needs of bulk quantities with diversity.

There is a gap in the Canadian vegetable seed system: there are virtually no locally-grown quantities of
organic seed available for farmers in the quantities they need and in the varieties they require. As a
result, there is a very unique opportunity for seed growers and farmers to collaborate to address this
market gap.
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Opportunities for Farmer Collaboration
 Seeds of Transition is an emerging network made up of one seed producer (Kim Delaney of Hawthorn
Farm Organic Seeds) and four farms (Saugeen River CSA, Green Being Farm, Cedar Down Farm, and
ReRoot Organic Farm) in the Wellington and Grey County regions of Ontario.
 The initiative is building a Seed Hub with the purpose of growing farm-scale quantities of regionally
adapted, ecologically grown vegetable seed. The seed is grown by the farmers in the network, and then
pooled together for cleaning, processing, and central distribution through Hawthorn Farm.
 Individually, each grower could not have addressed the lack of local farm-scale seed; but through
collaboration they can address two of the biggest limitations in scaling up seed production: isolation
distances and economies of scale.
 Seeds of Transition are organizing their production around many of the principles followed by large-scale
seed companies: decentralizing grow-outs and centralizing processing and distribution. However, these
growers are attempting to fill a market gap and address seed security by building the self-sufficiency in
seed production among growers in their own region.

The Bauta Family Initiative on Canadian Security (BFICSS) is a program that has been designed to help
support and build a Canadian seed system that provides a solid foundation for food security, climate
resilience, and community well-being, by pursuing the following objectives:
• Expanding the production and conservation of high quality, regionally-adapted, ecologically-grown,
Canadian seed;
• Building ongoing collaboration among individuals and organizations committed to advancing an
ecological and diverse seed system in Canada.
This program was made possible thanks to the generous support of Mrs. Gretchen Bauta, member of the
Weston family. It is delivered by USC Canada, in partnership with Seeds of Diversity Canada and through
the generous support of The W. Garfield Weston Foundation.
About Bob Wildfong, Executive Director, Seeds of Diversity
#303 40 King Street S.,
Waterloo, ON, N2J 1N8
bob@seeds.ca
Bob Wildfong has been saving seeds and teaching about food biodiversity for
over 20 years. As the Executive Director of Seeds of Diversity Canada, Bob
helps connect seed savers from coast to coast to rescue endangered Canadian
seeds and food plants. Through Seeds of Diversity's Pollination Canada
program, and as a steering member of the North American Pollinator
Protection Campaign, he is helping to protect the native bees and pollinating
insects that sustain our food and natural ecosystems. Bob has been
instrumental in shaping the dialogue of seed conversation in Canada, and is a key partner in developing
and implementing the Bauta Family Initiative on Canadian Seed Security.
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THE BAUTA FAMILY INITIATIVE ON CANADIAN SEED SECURITY

About Kim Delaney, Hawthorn Farm Organic Seeds: Kim Delaney is the owner of
Hawthorn Farm, a certified organic vegetable seed production farm near Palmerston,
Ontario. Hawthorn Farm has been certified organic since 1996 and offers a wide variety of
organic open-pollinated seeds to both home gardeners and market gardeners. On-farm
vegetable breeding and selection for short season growing continues to fuel her passion
for seed. Kim and her partner live off-grid, in a strawbale house surrounded by acres of
meadow and woodland. Kim is a skilled educator on seed production is also one of the
members of the Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Growers’ Network and Seeds of
Transition.
RR 3, 5961 5th Line Minto,
Palmerston, ON, N0G2P0
sales@hawthornfarm.ca
About Aabir Dey, The Bauta Family Initiative on Canadian Seed Security, Everdale:
Aabir Dey is the regional program coordinator in Ontario for the Bauta Family Initiative
on Canadian Seed Security at Everdale. After graduating from York University’s Master
of Environmental Studies program, where he researched the viability of organic
vegetable seed co-operatives in south-western Ontario, Aabir has been working for the
BFICSS by connecting with seed producers and farmers across Canada to better
understand the challenges they face in producing ecological vegetable seed and field
crops.
P.O. Box 29
Hillsburgh, ON, N0B 1Z0
aabir.dey@everdale.org
••••••••••••••••••

Science Complex 1511

1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

So You Want to Start an Organic Farm: Tips You Need for Success
By Ruth Knight

Ruth mixes her experience as a former land use planner, farmer and organic farm inspector with her
current work with farmers to bring you important tips on planning and implementing your organic farm
start up. This presentation will flow through topics that range from matching your personal goals and
connection to the land base, to evaluating the land and infrastructure, to sourcing what you need and
monitoring your progress.
About Ruth Knight, Organic Consultant Inc.: I have been working with a diverse range of
organic and biological farmers for over 20 years. I have been fortunate to develop
relationships with a network of inspiring, innovative farmers. Together we improve
cropping systems that regenerate soils and build resiliency in the rural landscape. I believe
that for sustainability we need to foster positive relationships with our natural world as
well as with each other. Consultation to Beginning and Established Farmers. Established
integrity and trust within the Ontario Farming Community
Life is not a problem to be solved, but a mystery to be lived.
Soren Kierkegaard
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McNaughton 105

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

How to be a Farmers’ Market Success Story & Superstar

Panelists: Marina Queirolo, Mark Skinner, Patricia Kozowyk, and Susan Ratz (moderator)
The panel will explore a variety of topics including:
How to define success
 Is it purely revenue? Life work balance? Distribution opportunities beyond the market? # of Twitter
followers?

Maximizing Relationships with Key Community Champions
 How can you have a successful relationship with the manager? Learning from their expertise and
benefiting from their communication reach.
 Key customers, Staff, Volunteers
Customer Service
 How do you develop relationships with customers?
 Tell your farm story
 Conversations, education, recipes
 New style farmer vs old style farmer
About Mark Skinner, Farm Manager, Hillsburgh Community Farm - Everdale
Mark Skinner loves food and farming. He has been growing vegetables, going to
market, pressing cider and having fun for the last ten years. Everdale Farm has been a
leader in organic farming and sustainability for over 15 years. Everdale strives to
provide hands-on, solution based food and farming education to build and engage
healthy, local communities.
About Marina Queirolo, Food Program Manager - Evergreen Brick Works
Marina has re-developed the food strategy for the site and created a portfolio of
programs, festivals and events that address food literacy and sustainability with the
goal of reaching diverse audiences. In addition to managing the Saturday and Sunday
weekly farmers’ market - recognized as the largest market in the city, she is also a
member of the Toronto Food Policy Council. Her guiding passion is about motivating
and engaging the community and industry to collaborate towards the common goal
of creating a strong and sustainable local food economy. Evergreen Brick Works is a
community environmental centre that inspires and equips visitors to live, work, and play more
sustainably. Features include a full suite of attractions and events including Farmer’s Markets, site tours,
cooking and gardening workshops, exhibits, festivals, children’s programming and more.
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Point of Sale & Promotion
 Which products generate the best revenue?
 What works best in terms of pricing? Price points / specials / bulk buying / product bundling
 Display layout, signage.
 Website, blogging, social media

About Patricia Kozowyk, Baba Link Farm
Pat grew up on a 74 acre, predominately chemical free, mixed use, Hamilton farm.
In 2002 Pat and her husband bought a 10 acre portion of this farm and called it
Baba (after Pat's mother) Link Farm. Certified organic since 2008, and a 2013
recipient of the Premier's Award for Agri-Food Innovation Excellence, the farm
production includes a large variety of fruit, herbs and wild harvest. Farm produce
and value added products are sold at Waterdown (Hamilton) and Sorauren Park
(Toronto) Farmers' Markets.
About Susan Ratz, Milkweed Marketing
Susan Ratz of Milkweed Marketing specializes in providing virtual marketing
support for green inspired businesses. Her business background, as well as her
marketing and not-for-profit experience helps business owners find and keep
customers while generating more revenue.
••••••••••••••••••

Thornbrough 1307

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

The ABC’s of Food Safety for Organic Agriculture

By Stefanie Sonneveld and Katija Morley, Certification Manager, NSF-GFTC Agriculture
This presentation will explore the synergies between organic standards and food safety
standards while outlining the basic food safety practices for fresh fruit and vegetable
producers. Stefanie will identify key challenges faced by organic producers and packers
seeking food safety certification and address ways to assess and manage unique food
safety risks. The session will explore the certification vs non-certification food safety
programs and conclude with tips to help organic farmers prepare for a food safety
certification audit.
Stefanie Sonneveld
••••••••••••••••••

BioDynamic Talks: Seminar C

McNaughton 113

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

CONNECTING WITH THE LAND: ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
By Karen Davis Brown
Earth
 How, when, and from what materials was the bedrock of the area or region formed?
 What is the composition of the soil, and how and when did it get that way?
 What lies between bedrock and topsoil, and how did it get there when?
Water
 In what “family” of watersheds is the area embedded?
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 How does surface water of the entire region manifest, in terms of source, flow, and its relationship
with the soil?
 What are the amounts and proportions of minerals and other substances in both the surface and
ground water?
 What are the depths and characteristics of the water table in different parts of the area?
Air





What is the elevation of different parts of the region?
What are the characteristics of the climates of the whole area, and of the different parts?
What is the wind flow, direction, and speed at different times of the year?
What are the seasonal humidity levels of the region, and how is humidity manifested in the
different seasons?
 What is the pattern and frequency of “chem trails” in your area, and what are your observations
regarding correlating observations, in time and space?
Fire

Further Reading
Chadwick, A. (2013). Reverence, Obedience and the invisible in the garden. (S. Crimi, ed.) Ashville, NC:
Logosophia.
Cloos, W. (1977). The living Earth (K. Castilliz and B. Saunders-Davis, tr.). Sussex: Lanthorne Press.
D’Aleo, M. (in process). Embracing materialism and letting it go. Keene Valley, NY: Saratoga Experiential
Natural Science Research Insitute (SENSRI). Retrieved from http://www.sensri.org/bookpreview.html on
June 4, 2014.
Jeetze, H. von (2008). Creative steps in the development of the social dimensions of agriculture. Junction,
City, OR: Biodynamic Farming and Gardening Association.
Klocek, D. (2011). Climate: Soul of the earth. Great Barrington, MA: Lindisfarne Books.
Klocek, D. (2013). Sacred agriculture: The alchemy of biodynamics. Great Barrington, MA: Lindisfarne
Books.
Klocek, D. (1990). Weather and cosmos. Fair Oaks, CA: Rudolf Steiner College Press.
Lehrs, E. (1958). Man or Matter. London: Rudolf Steiner Press.
McPhee, J. (1998). Annals of the former world. New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux.
Pfeiffer, E. (1988). The Earth’s face. Sussex: Lanthorne Press.
Pogacnik, M. (2009). Nature spirits and elemental beings: Working with the intelligence in nature (2nd ed.).
Forres, Scotland: Findhorn Press.
Pogacnik, M. (2007). Sacred geography. Great Barrington, MA: Lindisfarne Books.
Remer, N. (1995). Laws of life in agriculture (K. Castelliz, B. Saunders-Davis, and O. Holbek, tr.). Kimberton,
PA: Biodynamic Farming and Gardening Association.
Shepard, M. (2013). Restoration agriculture: Real-world permaculture for farmers. Austin, TX: Acres U.S.A.
Steiner, R. (2001). Harmony of the creative word. London: Rudolf Steiner Press.
Steiner, R. (1993). Spiritual foundations for the renewal of agriculture (C. Creeger and M. Gardner, tr.).
Kimberton, PA: Bio-dynamic farming and gardening association, Inc.
Steiner, R. (1999). The philosophy of freedom: The basis for a modern world conception (M. Wilson, tr.).
London: Rudolph Steiner Press.
Wachsmuth, G. (1991). The etheric formative forces in cosmos, earth, and man (O. Wannamaker, tr.).
Bayside, CA: Borderland Sciences.
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 How does the “lay” and slope of the area impact the amount of sunlight that different parts get at
different times of the year?
 How do trees, buildings, and other objects create shade, during each of the seasons?
 What are the general trends of temperatures through the weeks and months of the year?
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PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR 2016 GUELPH WORKSHOP PROPOSAL
FOR THE JANUARY, 2016 CONFERENCE •••
FINAL DEADLINE: MARCH 16, 2015
JULY, 2014: this is how to propose a 2016 Guelph Conference workshop (dates: late January, 2016). Send us the BASICS of
your workshop idea so we can consider your proposal:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Name of workshop (or give a choice of 2 or 3 names) - keep it simple, creative & interesting

2. Suggested speaker (or speakers) - (A) is this one single person presenting, or is it (B) a 2-person
talk or (C) actually a much larger panel. If it's a larger panel, who would you suggest to be the other
proposed panelists? - we'd like those names, assuming you will have an idea who they are. How
exactly would you construct such a panel - up to 3, 4, 5, 6 presenters ! ?
3. Duration of program - 1.0-hour, 1.5-hour, or longer, i.e. 3.0-hour or full day? Do you see this as a
major seminar which could run as a ½-day or full-day program: **limited space for these larger
programs - they should be of major interest, but if you're specific, we'd consider the idea.
4. Difficulty or challenge/involvement level of the subject you are proposing - e.g....... is it only for
novices, new farmers, etc., or is it introductory, intermediate, advanced, expert, etc.
5. Description - try to describe your presentation in 25-50 words (100 maximum). Provide the 5W's who-what-where-why-when..... and how? If you've done this workshop in the past, send us a review
of your work. Or, include brief details on your qualifications to present this data.
6. Target - NOTE: anyone can attend any Guelph workshop even if not directly in farming. However,
is your target *certified organic growers, or *motivated consumers, *market gardeners, *student
interns, *crop or seed breeders, *media, *10-acre landholders, *1000-acre growers, *permaculture
advocates, *urban farmers, or *who? Is the target ***general = appealing to all?
7. Is your proposal part of a larger "theme of workshops".... if so, “think ahead” and give 2 or 3
'proposed titles' of some of other workshops you imagine being able to fit into that theme.
8. Please briefly provide any other comments - RE: why your proposed workshop is necessary,
significant, important, revolutionary, a new focus, or that it will generate new interest at the
Conference. Please: your proposal must be short + clear vs. vague or rambling (sorry to harp on that
issue). Sometimes, we get excellent multi-workshop proposals written on less than 1 pg.
9. Final note: as a transparent policy, we won't run workshops which are promotions for your
products, businesses, specific methodologies or belief systems, without offering opposing or other
views. If the Guelph Conf. Committee likes your idea but feels it is too specific to your personal
business enterprise, we may counter-propose a panel containing you + differing views.
-------------------------------------

The Conference does get literally hundreds of workshop ideas every year. Most of what we receive are quickly written
comments on evaluation forms, which we must translate into actual workshop ideas. Seeking to construct solid programs
from these un-coordinated comments is difficult though we do consider every idea. Thus, if you can propose a catchy
title, a solid speaker & a theme, this is more likely to be chosen. Please respond as soon as possible because right
after the Jan.-Feb., 2015 event, we will be in 'workshop selection mode' for the 2016 workshop program. Such is our
schedule on this well-worn path - don't be disappointed. FINALLY, PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR FULL MAILING
ADDRESS, POSTAL CODE, PHONE/FAX, E-MAIL, etc..so we can contact you.
-------------------------------------

FINAL proposal date: March 16, 2015 - mail/scan to Box 116, Collingwood, ON, L9Y 3Z4
Tomás/Conference Manager:
•• (705) 444-0923 •• organix@auracom.com •• or FAX TO: (705) 444-0380
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Where am I, How do I get there?
Science Complex

MacNaughton Bldg

OMAF and MRA

University Centre

Parking lots

(Conference Registration)


Much of the conference will take place in the University Centre (UC) building.



As you enter the UC south doors registration is on the left in Room UC103. Coat racks are also in this
room.



Rooms UC 441 and UC 442 are on the 4th floor use the north elevator (or you can take the stairway
from the main courtyard.



Peter Clark Hall (PCH) north - PCH-N and south - PCH-S are on the basement level (use stairways near
east doors or use north elevator).



The Thornbrough building is immediately east of the UC building, just across the outdoor walkway.
THRN 1200 (Auditorium) is immediately inside the main doors. To get to THRN 1307, from THRN
1200 go down the hall along the front windows, thorough the doors and turn left down the first hall,
and then through the doors, turn left and then immediately through doors on the right. Alternatively
go across the square along the north side of the Thornbrough building to the far doors in the SE corner
and THRN1307 is through the doors on the left.



The McNaughton building (MCN 105, MCN 113) and McNaughton Science Complex (Science Complex
1511) is out the north doors and angle left into the doors beside the bookstore.



Organic Expo Canada (Trade Show) boasts over 160 exhibitors and is found on the main floor of the
University Centre and on the basement level in Peter Clark Hall.
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Thornbrough Bldg

9:00 am-12:00 pm UC442

Friday, January 30, 2015

9:00 am-12:00 pm PCH - South
Seminar B
On-Farm Vermicomposting: Key Concepts, Best Methods, and a Planning Framework
Glenn Munroe
1:15 pm-4:15 pm PCH-South
Seminar D
High Quality Crop Production: Building Soil for Superior Flavour
Dan Kittredge, Bio Nutrient Food Association and David Cohlmeyer (moderator)

Seminar A
Closed Fertility Systems & The Keyline Effect
Hugh Williams
1:15 pm-4:15 pm PCH-North
Seminar C
BioDynamic Preparations: Principles and Practices
How and Why to Use Them on Your Farm & Garden
Graham Corbett, Fiddle Foot Farm
7:30-9:30 pm

Thornbrough Auditorium

McNaughton 105
9:30-10:30 am
“The organic advantage” grain
crop production
J. Wallace Hamm
11:00-12 pm
The challenge of designing a
sustainable, large scale organic
farm
Roger Rivest, Terry Good & others
1:30-3:00 pm
Managing and enhancing soil
fertility from soil test to application
Anne Verhallen, Christoph Kessel,
John Lauzon, Mark Mallott
3:30-5:00 pm
Designing a profitable horsepowered farm for the millennium
Ken Laing

UC 441/442
9:30-11:00 am (UC441)
Raising your kids on an organic
farm
Naomi & Keshia Krucker, Martha &
Grayden Laing, Tony & Fran McQuail
11:30-12:30 pm (UC 441)
Your environmental bill of rights: a
toolkit for change
Ellen Schwartzel

1:30-3:00 pm (UC 442)
Best practices for vegetable seed
production in Ontario
Bob Wildfong, Kim Delaney & Aabir
Dey

The Keynote Forum on National Organic Farming Issues: The State of the Organic Nation
Gunta Vitins (OVCRT), Matthew Holmes (COTA) & Tom Manley (Homestead Organics)
Saturday, January 31, 2015
Thornbrough 1307
UC442
McNaughton 113
Thornbrough 1200
9:30-10:30 am
9:30-10:30 am
9:30-10:30 am
9:30-10:30 am
Value adding: how local wool
Growing farm and food
Habitats and environments of
Designing advanced permaculture
can help save small scale
businesses in urban spaces
urban pollinators
systems
farming - the livestock fibreshed
James Byrne, Russ Ohrt,
Fran Freeman
Brad Peterson
Jennifer Osborn & Becky Porlier
Jackie Dwyer & Noel Livingston
11:00-12 pm
11:00-12 pm
11:00-12 pm
11:00-12 pm
Caring for and understanding
Urban agriculture as social
Greenhouses 101: How to match
The Saugeen First Nation ‘Gtigaan
your home milk cow
justice
the available options with your
Ki’ Red Tree forest garden project
circumstances and requirements Amanda Hutter, Gene Petonaquot,
Dr. Talia Fletcher
Mik Turje & Leticia Boahen
Norm Eygenraam
Gregg Root & Victoria Serda
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
Nervous about your upcoming
Black Creek Community Farm:
Production Q&A with an
Permaculture and biodynamics:
organic inspection?
year 3 - urban production in
experienced horticulturist
commercial orchard production in
Jane & Finch
a closed farm system
Bill Barkley & Garry Lean
Ken Taylor
Verity Dimock & Leticia Boahen
Hugh Williams
3:30-5:00 pm
3:30-5:00 pm
3:30-5:00 pm
3:30-5:00 pm
Organic livestock production
Urban vs. rural: what's different
Cucurbita crops & native squash Deep ecology of forest gardening:
issues: inspector, advisor,
about farming in cities
bees: a pollination love story
an integrated nature-based
researcher perspectives
practice and study
Katie German & Alex Redfield
Susan Chan
E.Vasseur, R.Bergeron, F. Roche,
Shantree Kacera & Lorenna
F. Labelle
Bousquet-Kacera
Sunday, February 1, 2015 (Sunday timetable reflects room assignments – revised from conference brochure)
Science Complex 1511
McNaughton 105
Thornbrough 1307
McNaughton 113
9:30-11:00 am
9:30-11:00 am
9:30-11:00 am
9:30-11:00 am
Re-Indigenizing the Alternative
Varietal fruit trials in a perennial
Diversified garlic production
Getting started in biodynamics
Food System
growing system, Baba Link Farm Jedediah Loeks
Jennifer Seilern, David Burnford,
Ruth Lapp & Robert Lovelace
Pat Kozowyk, Ernst von Der Kall &
Chris Boettcher & Kerry Hackett
Philip von der Kall
11:30-12:30 pm
11:30-12:30 pm
11:30-12:30 pm
11:30-12:30 pm
Your best decision-making tool:
Living your fruit-growing dream:
Organic certification
Working with biodynamic
record-keeping 101
the small orchardist’s basic
demystified: understanding
preparations
guide to success
organic labels in the retail store
David Cohlmeyer
Chris Boettcher, Matthew Boughner
Susan Poizner
Kelly Monaghan & Maureen
& Kerry Hackett
Kirkpatrick
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
1:30-3:00 pm
So you want to start an organic
How to be a farmers’ market
The ABC’s of food safety for
Connecting with the land: asking
farm: tips you need for success
success story & superstar
organic agriculture
the right questions
Ruth Knight
Marina Queirolo, Mark Skinner, Pat Katija Morley & Stefanie
Karen Davis Brown
Kozowyk & Susan Ratz
Sonneveld
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